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With the ever-growing traffic density, the number of road accidents is anticipated to further
increase. Finding solutions to reduce road accidents and to improve traffic safety has become
a top-priority for many government agencies and automobile manufactures alike. It has
become imperative to the development of Advance Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) which
is able to continuously monitor, not just the surrounding environment and vehicle state, but
also driver behaviours.
Dangerous driver behaviour including distraction and fatigue, has long been recognized
as the main contributing factor in traffic accidents. This thesis mainly presents contribut-
ing research on vision based driver distraction and fatigue analysis and pedestrian gait
identification, which can be summarised in four parts as follows.
First, the driver distraction activities including operating the shift lever, talking on a cell
phone, eating, and smoking, are explored to be recognised under the framework of human
action recognition. Computer vision technologies including motion history image and the
pyramid histogram of oriented gradients, are applied to extracting discriminate feature for
recognition. Moreover, A hierarchal classification system which considers different sets of
features at different levels, is designed to improve the performance than conventional "flat"
classification.
Second, to solve the effectiveness problem in poor illuminations and realistic road
conditions and to improve the performance, a posture based driver distraction recognition
system is extended, which applies convolutional neural network (CNN) to automatically learn
and predict pre-defined driving postures. The main idea is to monitor driver arm patterns
with discriminative information extracted to predict distracting driver postures.
Third, supposing to analysis driver fatigue and distraction through driver’s eye, mouth and
ear, a commercial deep learning facial landmark locating toolbox (Face++ Research Toolkit)
is evaluated in localizing the region of driver’s eye, mouth and ear and is demonstrated robust
performance under the effect of illumination variation and occlusion in real driving condition.
Then, semantic features for recognising different statuses of eye, mouth and ear on image
patches, are learned via CNNs, which requires minimal domain knowledge of the problem.
viii
Finally, works on pedestrian subject identification using convolutional neural network-
s(CNNs) and multi-task learning model(MTL), is presented additionally. Gait identification
is strongly motivated by the demands of security that require automatically identifying person
at a distance. This be particularly relevant with respect to police/detective vehicle that is
tracking criminal.
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Unsafe and dangerous driving accounts for the death of more than one million lives and over
50 million serious injuries worldwide each year [12]. The U.S. National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration(NHTSA) data indicates that 1.6 million nonfatal injuries, and 40
thousands fatalities, resulted from traffic accidents in 2012, with up to 80% of them due to
driver inattention [13]. In Europe, up to 20% of accidents are caused by driver drowsiness.
Moreover, in it [14] was estimated that the worldwide vehicle population would increase to
1.2 billion in 2014. With the ever-growing traffic density, the number of road accidents is
anticipated to further increase. Finding solutions to reduce road accidents and improve traffic
safety has become a top-priority for many government agencies and automobile manufactures
alike.
Statistics show that one of the leading causes of fatal or injury-causing traffic accident
is the diminishment of the driver vigilance level. The main contributing factors may either
be fatigue or distraction. Scientific research has been conducted to estimate the level of
sleep deprivation in relation to traffic accidents[15, 16]. The development of Intelligent
Driver Assistance Systems(IDAS) ,that continuously monitor, not just the surrounding
environment and vehicle state, but also driver behaviours, have attracted increasing worldwide
attention[17]. IDAS are seen to be particularly relevant with respect to long-distance drivers
as they often drive alone. Usage if IDAS that ’flag-up’ important information outside of a
vehicle, such as driving lane indicators and traffic signs, have been shown to increase driver
alertness[18, 19]. However, automatic detection and warning of driver fatigue and distraction
level is considered to be of equal importance with respect to road accident prevention. Other
than for reasons of road safety enhancement, there are also commercial reasons for fitting
driver alertness monitoring systems, particularly with respect to truck and bus fleet managers.
2 Introduction
Computer-based driver assistance systems is one of the most critical technology for
intelligent vehicles, which can be traced to the earlier efforts dealing with autonomous
mobile robots and autonomous driving [20–22]. Such efforts helped to demonstrate the
power of camera-based systems to support real-time control of vehicles. In [23] and [24],
Bertozzi et al. give a comprehensive survey of the use of computer vision in intelligent
vehicles. Approaches for lane, pedestrian, and obstacle detection are described and analyzed.
The trend started emerging in the late 1990s, where research in computer vision focused on
enhancement of the safety of automobiles [25, 26]. Already, camera-based modules with
safety-oriented features such as "back-up" (or reverse) viewing, lane-departure warning, and
blind-spot detection are offered in commercial vehicles. It was realized that in addition
to monitoring the surroundings, the monitoring of the driver state is also important for
improving safety.
Consequently, this thesis aims to develop a vision system able to analysis the driver state
including activities, postures, and fatigue. In addition, pedestrian gait identification, as a
relevant application of intelligent vehicle, is also investigated. The structure of this thesis is
summarised in the following Section 1.2.
1.2 Thesis structure
The thesis structure is summarized in terms of chapter relationships as shown in Fig. 1.1.
Chapter 2 describes the research scope. The readers can therefore understand the research
fields and disciplines that our work can be traced from. Afterwards, three particular topics
corresponding to our work are reviewed in subsequence including driver distraction analysis,
driver distraction analysis and pedestrian gait analysis.
Chapter 3 studies vision-based driving posture recognition in the human action recogni-
tion framework. A driving action dataset was prepared by a side-mounted camera looking at
a driver’s left profile. The driving actions, including operating the shift lever, talking on a
cell phone, eating, and smoking, are first decomposed into a number of predefined action
primitives, that is, interaction with shift lever, operating the shift lever, interaction with head,
and interaction with dashboard.
Chapter 4 presents a novel system for video-based driving behaviour recognition. The
fundamental idea is to monitor driver hand movements and to use these as predictors for
safe/unsafe driving behaviour. The proposed method utilises hierarchal classification and
treats driving behaviour in terms of a spatial-temporal reference framework as opposed to
a static image. The Approach was verified using the Southeast University Driving-Posture
Dataset, a dataset comprised of video clips covering aspects of driving such as: normal
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driving, responding to a cell phone call, eating and smoking. After pre-processing for
illumination variations and motion sequence segmentation, eight classes of behaviour were
identified.
Chapter 5 presents a novel system which applies convolutional neural network (CNN) to
automatically learn and predict pre-defined driving postures. The main idea is to monitor
driver hand position with discriminative information extracted to predict safe/unsafe driving
posture. In comparison to previous approaches, convolutional neural networks can automati-
cally learn discriminative features directly from raw images. In our works, a CNN model
was first pre-trained by an unsupervised feature learning method called sparse filtering, and
subsequently fine-tuned with classification.
Chapter 6 presents a novel system which applies convolutional neural network to au-
tomatically learn and predict the state of driver’s eye, mouth and ear. The main idea is to
predict driver fatigue and distraction by analysing the state of eye, mouth and ear. In order
to robust propose the region of of eye, mouth and ear, Face++ Research Toolkit [27] are
applied to localize the facial landmark [28] on the driver’s face. Then the context of these
regions are trained through a CNN model. The Approach was verified using self-specified
Driving Dataset, which comprised of video clips covering behaviours, including normal
driving, responding to a cell phone call, eating, falling asleep.
4 Introduction
Chapter 7 proposes a robust and effective gait recognition approach using convolu-
tional neural networks(CNNs) and multi-task learning model(MTL). Firstly, Gait Energy
Image(GEI) was extracted from each walking period as the low level input for the CNNs.
Multi-task CNN model is trained through back-propagation using a joint loss of each task.
Then, the high-level features for multiple tasks could be extracted simultaneously with the
given input.
Chapter 8 draws conclusions of this thesis and suggestions for further work.
1.3 Thesis contribution
The major contributions proposed in this thesis are as follows:
1. Many published works on drivers’ posture based on static images from drivers’ action
sequence has the potential problem of confusion caused by similar postures. It is very
possible that two frames of vision-similar posture are extracted from two completely
different action image sequences. For example, the moment/frame that a driver moves
the cell phone across his or her mouth can be confused as eating. Following the action
definition in [29] which is based on the combination of basic movements, we propose
driving activity as space-time action instead of static space-limited posture. The main
driving activity we considered are hand-conducted actions such as eating and using a
cell phone. (Chapter 3)
2. The proposal of a global grid-based representation for the driving actions, which is
a combination of the motion history image (MHI) [30] and pyramid histogram of
oriented gradients (POHG) [31], and the application of random forest classifier (RF)
for the driving actions recognition. (Chapter 3)
3. A two stage intensity normalization preprocessing technique to minimize the influence
from illumination variation. The first stage comprised a moving average method that
smoothed the intensity variation caused by periodic lighting change. The second stage
comprised application of the three frame difference method[32] to detect motion. For
the task of motion detection and segmentation in video, it was found that the proposed
two-stage pre-processing technique performed well in context of compensating for
noise and illumination variation in video data. (Chapter 4)
4. A hierarchal classification system for driving behaviour recognition which considers
different sets of features at different levels. Hierarchical classification is specifically
intended for data where the features of interest can be arranged in a hierarchical
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manner. As such it offers advantages in terms of learning and representation in
comparison to attempts to use "flat" classification techniques for the purposed of
classifying hierarchical data[33]. These efficiency gains are realised because only
a subset of the complete set of available features is considered at each node in the
hierarchy. Hierarchical classification schemes have been applied in many areas [34–36].
However, it should be noted here that, to the best knowledge of the authors, they have
not been applied to driving behaviour recognition. (Chapter 4)
5. To recognise driving posture, eye state, mouth state, ear state and pedestrian subject,
we proposed to build a deep convolutional neural network in which trainable filters
and local neighborhood pooling operations are applied alternatively to automatically
explore salient features. Using CNN to learn rich features from the training set is more
generic and requires minimal domain knowledge of the problem compared to hand
crafted feature in previous approaches. (Chapter 5, Chapter 6, and Chapter 7)
6. We proposed to applied Face++ Research Toolkit [27] to localize the facial landmark
[28] on the driver’s face, which is used to propose the region of eye, mouth and ear. It
is much robust under the effect of illumination variation and occlusion in real driving
condition than previous approaches. (Chapter 6)
7. Multi-task model is a machine learning approach that jointly trains one task together
with other related tasks at the same time sharing the same lower feature layers, which
uses the commonality among tasks and therefore learns shared feature representation
benefits all tasks. Since the difficulties in human gait identification are mainly caused by
the multi factor’s effects, it is very natural to use multi-tasks learning to simultaneously
identify the multiple attributes of the gait. Thus, the approach in this chapter aims
to investigates a convolutional neural network model for identifying the human gait
while simultaneously predicting other human attributes at same time. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first approach that using MTL to investigate how human gait
can be identified together with other auxiliary tasks. (Chapter 7)
1.4 Publication
Parts of the contributions presented in the thesis and other research outputs have been
published or are under review:
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Journal Publications
1. Yan, C., Coenen, F. and Zhang, B., "Driving Posture Recognition by Convolutional
Neural Networks," IET Computer Vision (Accepted)
2. Yan, C., Coenen, F. and Zhang, B., "Driving Posture Recognition by Joint Application
of Motion History Image and Pyramid Histogram of Oriented Gradients," International
Journal of Vehicular Technology, vol. 2014, Article ID 719413, 11 pages, 2014.
3. Yan, C., Coenen, F., Yue, Y., Yang, X. and Zhang, B., "Video-Based Classification of
Driver Behaviour using a Hierarchal Classification System with Multiple Features,"
International Journal of Pattern Recognition and Artificial Intelligence (Under review)
4. Yan, C., Zhang, B., Coenen, F., Wang, Z. and Yang, X., "Multi-attributes Gait I-
dentification by Convolutional Neural Network," Journal of Computer Science and
Technology (Under review)
Conference Publications
1. Yan, C., Coenen, F. and Zhang, B., "Driving Posture Recognition by Convolutional
Neural Networks," Proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Natural
Computation (ICNC’15) (To appear)
2. Yan, C., Coenen, F. and Zhang, B., "Multi-attributes Gait Identification by Convolu-
tional Neural Networks," Proceedings of 8th International Congress on Image and
Signal Processing (CISP’15) (Accepted)
3. Yan, C., Coenen, F. and Zhang, B., "Driving posture recognition by a hierarchal classi-
fication system with multiple features," Proceedings of 7th International Congress on
Image and Signal Processing (CISP’14), pp.83-88, Dalian, October, 2014
4. Yan, C., Coenen, F. and Zhang, B., "Driving posture recognition by joint application
of motion history image and pyramid histogram of oriented gradients," Advanced
Materials Research, vol.846-847, pp.1102-1105, Xi’an, 2014
5. Yan, C., Coenen, F. and Zhang, B., "Recognizing Driver Inattention by Convolutional
Neural Network," Proceedings of 8th International Congress on Image and Signal
Processing (CISP’15) (Under review)
Chapter 2
Literature Review and Background
In this chapter, the research scope is firstly defined in Section 2.1. The readers can therefore
understand the research fields and disciplines that our work can be traced from. Second,
three particular topics corresponding to our work are reviewed in subsequence. Specifically,
Section 2.4 reviews previously works on driver distraction analysis, Section 2.5 reviews
previously works on driver distraction analysis and Section 2.6 reviews previously works on
pedestrian gait analysis.
2.1 Scope of the Research
Due to the improving vehicle population [12] and road accidents, finding solutions to reduce
road accidents and improve traffic safety has become a top-priority for many government
agencies and automobile manufactures alike. The development of Advance Driver Assistance
Systems(ADAS) ,that continuously monitor, not just the surrounding environment and vehicle
state, but also driver behaviours, have attracted increasing worldwide attention[17].
Wikipedia gives the definition of ADAS as follows. Advanced Driver Assistance Systems,
or ADAS, are systems to help the driver in the driving process. When designed with a
safe Human-Machine Interface, they should increase car safety and more generally road
safety [37]. The research presented in this thesis is under the scope of investigations into
the roles of computer-vision technology in developing safer vehicles, and can be therefore
considered belonging to a part of Advance Driver Assistance Systems(ADAS).
IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society gives the definition of Intelligent Trans-
portation Systems (ITS) as those utilizing synergistic technologies and systems engineering
concepts to develop and improve transportation systems of all kinds [38]. Wikipedia defines
ITS as advanced applications which, without embodying intelligence as such, aim to provide
innovative services relating to different modes of transport and traffic management and enable
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various users to be better informed and make safer, more coordinated, and ’smarter’ use of
transport networks [39]. As a result, ADAS can be further classified as a subset of Intelligent
Transportation Systems(ITS).
Fig. 2.1 Scope of the Research
As above, the scope of our research can be illustrated in Fig. 2.1. In the following,
Intelligent Transportation Systems and Advance Driver Assistance Systems will be briefly
introduced in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3, respectively.
2.2 Intelligent Transportation Systems
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) are advanced technologies which aim to provide
innovative services relating to different modes of transport and traffic management. It enables
various users to be better informed and make safer, more coordinated, and ’smarter’ use of
transport networks. It is playing a critical role in virtually all facets of modern life. In the
meanwhile, significant challenges remain to further improve the efficiency and safety of the
current transportation systems of all kinds and develop value-added applications closely tied
into such systems [40].
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2.3 Advance Driver Assistance Systems
Mobility is a fundamental desire of a vehicle. Virtually any society strives for safe and
efficient mobility, although its technical implementation significantly differs and depending
on different culture and degree of industrialization [41]. This sub-section introduces past,
current and a potential future evolution of Driver Assistance Systems(DAS). It is sketched in
Fig. 2.2 from a technological point of view [41]. From the figure, past, current, and future,
the three generations of Driver Assistance Systems are highlighted in three different colors,
each of which contains different sensors, functions and goals. A brief description of the three
generations of DAS are as follows.
2.3.1 First/Past Generation DAS
Early DAS were based on proprioceptive sensors, i.e. sensors measuring the internal status
of the vehicle, such as wheel velocity, acceleration, or rotational velocity. These enable the
control of vehicle dynamics with the goal of following the trajectory requested by the driver
in the best possible way.
With respect to the safe purpose. The vehicle-based safety systems are typically viewed
as one of the two kinds [17]. The first one is termed as "Passive". Examples of these are seat
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belts, airbags, collapsible steering columns, and shatter-resistant windshields. The purpose
here is to passively minimize the severity of injuries sustained in case of accidents.
The second kind is "Active", which is supposed to prevent vehicular accidents actively
rather than reduce the severity of injuries passively. One of the first active assistance systems
based on proprioceptive sensors was the Anti-lock Braking System (ABS), with serial
production from 1978 (Bosch). A Traction Control System (TCS) later augmented the system.
Years later in 1995, the introduction of additional dynamic driving controls, such as Electronic
Stability Control (ESC), marked a further milestone in assistance development [42].
In terms of road safety, studies have shown that dynamic driving controls are one of
the most efficient safety system for passengers, outmatched only by passive DAS such as
the seatbelt [43, 44]. With the public recognition of the safety potential of dynamic driving
control systems, the frequency of implementation for such active DAS increased significantly,
and they have, in consequence, saved several thousands of lives.
2.3.2 Second/Current Generation DAS
Exteroceptive sensors including ultrasonic, radar, lidar or video sensors and to some extent
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) as illustrated in Fig. 2.2, are able to provide
information about the road ahead and the presence as well as the driving status of other traffic
participants or the vehicle’s position in the world.
With the development of exteroceptive sensors, the second generation of driver assistance
functions first introduced around 1990 based on exteroceptive sensors focuses on providing
information and warnings to the driver, and on enhancing driving comfort. Some selected
DAS technologies that have been used in commercial application, are listed as follows.
1. Navigation Technology For a given GEI belonging to the class of only shift gear
related, find its corresponding original frame sequence.
2. Parking Assistance Systems Transform the original sequence into a binary image
sequence based on hand skin region segmentation proposed in previous subsection.
3. Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) Calculate the frame differencing image sequence
from the binary image sequence.
4. Forward Collision Prevention Systems For each frame in the sequence, project its
binary frame differencing image onto the vertical-axis and get the projection vector.
Research towards latest class of DAS, aims to intelligently analysis the information from
exteroceptive sensors and to enhancing safe and smooth operation of a vehicle in traffic.
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Trivedi et al. [17] proposed an active-safely system (EVD) framework as shown in Fig. 2.3,
which is able to continuously monitor, not just the surrounding environment (E) and vehicle
state (V), but also driver behaviours (D).
The front end of an active-safety system is a sensing subsystem, which needs to provide
an accurate description of the dynamic state of the EVD system. The second important
subsystem is an analysis subsystem which needs to analyze the EVD dynamic state using a
model-based approach to compute some sort of a measure of safety underlying that particular
EVD state. If this measure falls under a predefined threshold of margin of safety, then
the analysis module needs to direct the active- safety control unit to initiate a corrective
course of action so that the vehicle can always operate within the margins of an accident-
free safety zone. There are some very challenging problems involved in each of the above
three subsystems of an active-safety system. One of the most challenging problems is the
computer-vision-based analysis of the context captured from vision-sensor, which will be
introduced as follows.
Computer-Vision-based Driver Assistance Systems
Recognition of computer vision as a critical technology for intelligent vehicles can be traced
to the earlier efforts dealing with autonomous mobile robots and autonomous driving [20–22].
Such efforts helped to demonstrate the power of camera-based systems to support real-time
control of vehicles. In [23] and [24], Bertozzi et al. give a comprehensive survey of the use
of computer vision in intelligent vehicles. Approaches for lane, pedestrian, and obstacle
detection are described and analyzed. The new trend started emerging in the late 1990s, where
research in computer vision focused on enhancement of the safety of automobiles [25, 26].
Already, camera-based modules with safety-oriented features such as "back-up" (or reverse)
viewing, lane-departure warning, and blind-spot detection are offered in commercial vehicles.
It was realized that in addition to monitoring the surroundings, the monitoring of the driver
state is also important for improving safety.
Fig. 2.4 illustrated selected computer-vision-based approaches, which provide the essen-
tial driver-assistance system. The basic objective is the development of novel vision systems
and appropriate algorithms for enhancement of safety.
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Fig. 2.3 Framework for multi-functional "active" dynamic context-capture system.
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Fig. 2.4 Selected computer-vision-based approaches for ADAS.
2.3.3 Future Generation DAS
2.4 Review on Driver Distraction Analysis
Driver distractions are the leading cause of most vehicle crashes throughout the world.
Distraction means anything that diverts the driver’s attention from the primary tasks of
navigating the vehicle and responding to critical events despite the presence of obstacles or
other people. A technique report [45] from AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety, summarized
thirteen types of potentially distraction activities including: eating or drinking, outside person,
object or event, talking or listening on a cellular phone, dialing a cellular phone, using in-
vehicle-technologies, and so on. Alternatively, in [46], driver distractions are classified into
the following three categories:
1. visual distraction (e.g., looking away from the roadway);
2. cognitive distraction (e.g., your mind off the road);
3. manual distraction (e.g., your hands off the wheel, responding to a ringing cell phone,
and manually adjusting the radio volume);
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2.4.1 Visual Distraction
With respect to the first category of distraction (Visual distraction). It is reliable to monitor
the driver head pose and gaze direction. Head pose and gaze direction of driver can be mea-
sured by applying computer vision techniques properly. Different articles and studies were
examined and several key factors including accuracy, advantages, disadvantages,limitations,
methods, classifiers and system implementation for this technique are given in Table II.
Wahlstrom et al. [47] proposed a mechanism for locating the eyes and pupils in a facial image
using skin colour area and then estimating the gaze direction from the relative positions of the
eyes and pupils. Of course this approach will not succeed if the driver’s head is turned away
from the camera. In order to minimize the influence of various illumination and background
interferences, infrared cameras were used in the work presented in [48] to estimate the driver
face direction, again based on skin colour area analysis. To improve the performance of head
pose estimation, in the presence of dramatic changes in illumination, the use of isophote
features was introduced in [49]. In [50], video frames were represented using the Fisher face
approach and then classified using the nearest neighbor and neural network models. However,
the system is driver dependent, which makes it unrealistic in many situations. An integrated
system for monitoring driver awareness, based on head pose estimation, was presented in
[51], which include head detection and tracking. A comparative study of the influence that
eye gaze and head movement dynamics have on (i)driver behaviour and (ii)intent prediction
with respect of lane change manouvers was presented in [18].
2.4.2 Cognitive Distraction
The second category of distraction, as noted above, is cognitive distraction behaviour. Driver
fatigue is a leading cause to cognitive distraction which will be reviewed in the following
section. However, it is very difficult to monitore cognitive distraction behaviour which
does not have any physical behavior if using computer vision techniques. For example,
brainstorming a work-related affair may takes your mind off the road without any change on
driver’s facial expression or body movement.
2.4.3 Manual Distraction
The research on the third categories of distraction, directed at vision-based automatic driver
manually behaviour prediction, centers on the characterization of driver body posture, in-
cluding arms, hands and feet. For example, a variant of the Iterative Closest Point (ICP)
registration algorithm was proposed in [52] to estimate the location and orientation of a
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driver’s limbs, with visual information provided by an infrared Time-of-Flight camera. Driver
posture dynamics in 3D was investigated in [53] using a vision-based system. In [54] a
camera array system was proposed to track important driver body parts and to analyze driver
activities such as steering movements. In [55] an agglomerative clustering and Bayesian
eigen-image approach were applied to represent and recognize predefined safe/unsafe driving
activities, such as talking on a cellular phone and eating. A modified Histogram of Oriented
Gradients(HOG) feature description mechanism coupled with a support vector machine
classifier was applied in [56] to discriminate which of the front-row seat occupants was
accessing "infotainment" controls. To investigate "pedal error phenomenon" Tran et al. [57]
developed a vision based system for driver foot behaviour analysis which featured an optical
flow based foot tracking and a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based approach to characterize
temporal foot behaviour.
2.5 Review on Driver Fatigue Analysis
Driver fatigue is another major factor that may cause traffic accident on the road. The term
fatigue refers to a combination of symptoms such as impaired performance and a subjective
feeling of drowsiness [4]. Even with the intensive research that has been performed, the
term fatigue still does not have a universally accepted definition [5]. Thus, it is difficult to
determine the level of fatigue-related accidents. However, studies show that 25%-30% of
driving accidents are fatigue related [6].
When a driver is fatigued, certain physical and physiological phenomena can be observed,
including changes in brain waves or EEG, eye activity, facial expressions, head nodding,
body sagging posture, heart rate, pulse, skin electric potential, gripping force on the steering
wheel, and other changes in body activities. Previous designs for the detection of fatigue
are based on the analysis of these driver physical and physiological phenomena, and can
be broadly divided into two categories: (i)visual features based and (ii)non-visual features
based.
2.5.1 Non-visual Features Based
Techniques based on non-visual features are generally intrusive and can be divided into two
categories: driver physiological analysis and vehicle parameter analysis.
For the first one, driver fatigue is analyzed through vehicle behaviour including movement
of steering wheel, pressure on the acceleration pedal, speed, deviations from lane position,
response time against an obstacle braking, and etc. The main limitations of these approaches
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[58, 59] include their dependence on the shape of the road, the vehicle performance and the
manner of driving.
For the second approach, driver fatigue monitoring is based on the analysis of phys-
iological and biomedical signals such as heart rate, brain activity, temperature, vascular
activity, muscular activity, electroencephalograph(EEG), electrocardiogram (ECG), electro-
oculography (EOG), and surface electromyogram (sEMG). These signals are collected
through electrodes in contact with the skin of the human body. They are widely accepted
as good indicators of the transition between wakefulness and sleep, as well as between the
different sleep stages. It is often referred to as the gold standard. Svensson [60] proposed
objective sleepiness scoring (OSS), which is derived from EEG signals, as the ground truth
for validating other fatigue detection algorithms. However, these methods [61] rely on
contactable sensors which decrease user experience and increase hardware cost.
2.5.2 Visual Features Based
Techniques using visual features take advantage of computer vision approaches for the
detection of fatigue. Exploiting visual features focuses on extracting facial features like
face, eyes and mouth. Analyzing the state of eyes and mouth can provide observable cues
for the detection process. Mainly, techniques using visual features can be divided into four
categories: (i)eye state analysis, (ii)eye blinking analysis, (iv)mouth and yawning analysis
and (iv)facial expression analysis. In the following subsections, the mostly used techniques
with these four categories based on visual features are explained in detail.
Eye state analysis
Eye state analysis is the most common and straightforward technique for detecting driver
fatigue. The systems applying this technique focus on the states of eyes [62–64]. In such
solutions, the system warns the driver by generating an alarm, if the driver closes his/her
eye(s) for a particular time. Some available systems based on this technique use a database
where both closed and open templates of eye are stored [65]. In addition to non-adaptive
systems, there are some adaptive solutions where the open and close eye templates of a
related driver are exploited. Customized template matching technique on a frame-by-frame
basis is used to detect the state of the two eyes [66].
On the other hand, eye state analysis is computationally intensive. In addition to that, there
are some limitations, such as lighting conditions and sunglasses that affect the accuracy of
the template matching technique. Another disadvantage of the template matching technique
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is that it would fail if the templates were distorted due to the image processing [66]. Because
of the above reasons this technique is not sufficient enough to detect the driver’s drowsiness.
Eye blinking analysis
As the eyes of drivers can provide observable information about fatigue level, many researches
and studies exploit eye blinking frequency for drowsiness detection [67–69]. Those systems
are based on monitoring the changes in the eye blinking duration. According to the study
in [70],the eye blinking duration is the most reliable parameter for the detection of the
drowsiness level. Since whenever a driver is tired or feels sleepy, his/her eye’s blinking
frequency changes and the eyelid closure duration starts involuntarily to prolong. To be more
specific, when the driver is alert, his/her eye blinking frequency is low and his/her eyelid
closure duration will be slower. However, when the driver is exhausted, his/her eye blinking
frequency gets higher (more closed-eye images) and his/her eyelid closure duration will be
shorter.
Mouth and yawning analysis
Most of the existing works, which exploit eye state features, suffer from the presence of
sunglasses [71].With regard to the driver’s mouth state it is also possible to determine driver’s
sleepy level with yawning measurement [72–77]. Yawning is an involuntary intake of breath
through a wide-open mouth; usually triggered by fatigue or boredom. This technique is also
one of the non-intrusive techniques for detecting driver fatigue by applying computer vision.
In this approach, detecting drowsiness involves two main phases to analyze the changes
in facial expressions properly that imply drowsiness. First, the driver’s face is detected by
using cascade classifiers and tracked in the series of frame shots taken by the camera. After
locating the driver’s face, the next step is to detect and track the location of the mouth.For
mouth detection the researchers have used the face detection algorithm proposed by Paul
Viola and Michael J. Jones [78]. Afterwards, yawning has been analyzed to determine the
level of the drowsiness [76]. This is presumed to be modeled with a large vertical mouth
opening and changes in the driver’s mouth contour. Mouth opens wide and the distance
between its counters gets larger.
Facial expression analysis
Contrary to exploit specific regions of face such as eye and mouth, this technique broadly
analyzes more than one face region. ANN (Artificial Neural Network) is usually used for
optimization of driver drowsiness detection [79]. In addition to that, it provides a different
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way to approach such a control problem, this technology is not difficult to apply and the
results are usually quite surprising and pleasing. However,there are limited researches applied
ANN to detect driver fatigue [80, 81].
2.6 Review on Pedestrian Gait Analysis
Biometrics is a study on automatically recognising people using physiological or behav-
ioral characteristic. Gait, as one of the most distinctive behavioral biometrics, exploits
the uniqueness of walking to perform identification without interfering with the subject’s
activity[82, 83]. Human gait recognition algorithms can be roughly divided into two cate-
gories [84, 85]: (i)model-based, (ii)model-free approaches. The following two subsections
are frow the paper [86].
2.6.1 Model-based Approaches
Model-based methods generally aim to model kinematics of human joints in order to measure
physical gait parameters such as trajectories, limb lengths, and angular speeds. Gait signatures
derived from these model parameters are employed for identification and recognition of
an individual. It is evident that model-based approaches are view-invariant and scale-
independent, which however suffer from accurately locating the joints’ position due to the
highly flexible structure of the nonrigid human body [87, 88]. Another disadvantage of the
model-base approach is its large computation and relatively high time costs due to parameters
calculations.
Primary model-based approaches employ static structure parameters of body as recogni-
tion features. BenAbdelkader et al. [89] present structural stride parameters consisting of
stride and cadence. The cadence is estimated via the walking periodicity, and the stride length
is calculated by the ration of travelled distance and walking steps. Bobick and Johnson [90]
calculate four distances of human bodies, namely the distance between the head and foot,
the distance between the head and pelvis, the distance between the foot and pelvis, and the
distance between the left foot and right foot, as shown in Fig. 1. They use the four distances
to form two groups of static body parameters and reveal that the second set of parameters are
more view-invariant comparing to the first set of body parameters.
More recently, Yoo and Hwang [91] extract nine coordinates from the human body
contours based on human anatomical knowledge to construct a 2D stick figure. Unlike
some model-based approaches that utilize static structure parameters, Tanawongsuwan and
Bobick [92] focus on the trajectories of joint angle from motion capture data. The joint angle
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trajectories are computed by estimating the offsets between the 3D marker and joints. Yam et
al. [93] construct a structure and motion model of legs to analyze walking as well as running
using biomechanics of human and pendular motion. A comparative higher recognition
currency of running demonstrates that running may be more reliable for human identification
due to more different gait pattern. Additionally, based on comprehensively analyzing the
characteristics and description of human gait, Cunado et al. [94] implemented Velocity
Hough transform (VHT) [95] to extract the structure model of the thighs and the motion
model of the thighs. It is reported that the VHT achieved good performance of median noise
immunity.
Some other methods model human body parts separately. In Wang et al. [96]’s work,
human body is modeled as fourteen rigid parts connected to one another at the joints. The
whole model has forty-eight degrees of freedoms (DOFs). The tracking results, namely joint-
angle trajectories signals, are considered as gait dynamics for identification and verification.
They also obtain static information of body based on Procrustes shape analysis of the change
of moving silhouettes, which can be independently or combinatively applied to improve
the recognition. More recently, Boulgouris and Chi [97]separate human body into different
components and combine the result obtained from different body parts to form a common
distance metric. Based on the study of each part’s contribution to the recognition performance,
the recognition rate is improved by using the most contributing parts. In addition, Li et al. [98]
divide the average silhouettes over a gait cycle into seven different parts and summarize the
impact of each part on gait recognition.
2.6.2 Model-free Approaches
In the contrary to model-based approaches, without explicit modeling of human body struc-
ture, the mode-free methods typically analyze gait sequences for employing a compact
representation to characterize the motion patterns of the human body. Model-free approaches
are insensitive to the quality of silhouettes and have the advantage of low computational costs
comparing to model-based approaches. However, they are usually not robust to viewpoints
and scale.
The baseline algorithm proposed by Sarkar et al. [99] uses the silhouettes themselves as
features, which are scaled and aligned before used. While the gait signature in the baseline
algorithm is a sequence of gait silhouettes, Bobick and Davis [30] propose the motion-energy
image (MEI) and motion-history image (MHI) to convert the temporal sequence of silhouettes
to a 2D signal template. Han and Bhanu [100] employ the idea of MEI and propose the
Gait Energy Image (GEI) for individual recognition. The left seven images in each row
are silhouettes of walking sequences and the rightmost image is the corresponding gait
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energy image. GEI converts the spatial-temporal information during one walking cycle into
a single 2D gait template, which avoids matching features in temporal sequences. GEI is
comparatively robust to noise by averaging images of a gait cycle. However, it loses the
dynamical variation between successive frames. Liu and Zheng [101] develop the Gait
History Image (GHI) to retain temporal information as well as spatial information. Chen
et al. [102] propose the frame difference energy image (FDEI) based on GEI and GHI to
address the problem of silhouette incompleteness. They calculate the positive portion of
frame difference as positive values of the subtraction between the current frame and the
previous frame. FDEI is defined as the summation of GEI and the positive portion. Liu et
al. [103] assess the quality of silhouette sequences to determine the contribution of each
GEI for classification according the quality of GEI. Xue et al. [104] apply the wavelet
decomposition of GEI to infrared gait recognition. The infrared gait sequences are robust to
the covariates of holding a ball and loading packages. Kale et al. [105] use the width of the
outer contour of silhouette to encode the information of silhouettes. The width is defined as
the horizontal distance between the leftmost pixel and the rightmost pixel of the contour. The
width of the outer contour may be unreliable due to the poor quality of silhouettes. However,
the silhouette itself as features may be more suitable for low quality and low resolution data.
Later, Kale et al. [106] combine the entire silhouette and the width of outer contour
silhouette as gait features. Wang et al. [107] unwrap the 2D contour of silhouette to a 1D
signal using the distance between pixels along the contour and the shape centroid. However,
these 1D signals are easily affected by the quality of silhouettes. Dadashi et al. [108] apply
wavelet transform to these 1D signals to extracted wavelet packets atoms coefficients as the
gait signature. Instead of computing a distance between each pixel along the contour and the
centroid, Boulgouris et al. [? ] divide the silhouette into angular sectors and calculate the
average distance between foreground pixels and the centroid in each angular sectors.
Some other algorithms pay attention to analyzing the whole shape of silhouettes. Wang et
al. [7] apply the Procrustes shape analysis to silhouette shapes and extract a Procrustes mean
shape from a sequence of silhouettes as gait signature. Boulgouris and Chi [109] perform
Radon Transform on the binary silhouettes to get a template from gait sequences. Linear
discriminate analysis (LDA) and subspace projection are used to extract Radon template
coefficients to construct the feature vector.
2.6.3 Conclusion
Among the gait recognition approaches up to date, it is worth to note that (i)most approaches
derived representation from human silhouette [98, 7, 110, 107, 99, 111–113, 100, 114–124]
, (ii)One successful and representative stream of model-free approaches are by using Gait
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Energy Image(GEI) [98, 113, 100, 114, 115, 117, 118, 121–123] or its variants [110, 116,
119, 120, 116, 124], have demonstrated powerful performance in representing human gaits.
Moreover, the key task in gait identification is exploring robust feature representation that
is able to tolerate the variation of challenging factors such as clothing, shoes, carrying
objects, walking speed, age, gender, occlusions in the scene, variations in viewpoint. Among
the approaches, the view invariant gait identification [118, 125, 121–124] was one of the
most interested topic in recent years. Besides, researches on predicting factors such as
gender[98, 126, 127], age[128, 129], or even simultaneously identify human[98, 124] based
on gait are seldom but existed.

Chapter 3
Driver Distraction Activities Recognition
by Joint Application of Motion History
Image and Pyramid Histogram of
Oriented Gradients
In the field of intelligent transportation system (ITS), automatic interpretation of a driver’s
behavior is an urgent and challenging topic. This chapter studies vision-based driver distrac-
tion recognition in the human action recognition framework. A driving action dataset was
prepared by a side-mounted camera looking at a driver’s left profile. The driving actions,
including operating the shift lever, talking on a cell phone, eating, and smoking, are first
decomposed into a number of predefined action primitives, that is, interaction with shift lever,
operating the shift lever, interaction with head, and interaction with dashboard. A global
grid-based representation for the action primitives was emphasized, which first generate
the silhouette shape from motion history image, followed by application of the pyramid
histogram of oriented gradients (PHOG) for more discriminating characterization. The
random forest (RF) classifier was then exploited to classify the action primitives together
with comparisons to some other commonly applied classifiers such as NN, multiple layer
perceptron, and support vector machine. Classification accuracy is over 94% for the RF
classifier in holdout and cross-validation experiments on the four manually decomposed
driving actions.
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3.1 Introduction
In China, the number of personal-use automobiles has continued to grow at a rapid rate,
reaching the number 120,890,000 in 2012. According to the World Health Organization
(WHO), there is an estimated number of 250,000 deaths due to road accidents every year,
making it the leading cause of death for people aged 14 to 44. Unsafe and dangerous driving
accounts for the death of more than one million lives and over 50 million serious injuries
worldwide each year [12]. The WHO also estimates that traffic accidents cost the Chinese
economy over $21 billion each year. One of key contributing factors is reckless driving [12].
It is a proven fact that drivers who are reaching for an object such as a cell-phone are three
times more likely to be involved in a motor vehicle accident, while actually using a cell-phone
increases the risks to six times as likely.
In order to reduce unsafe driving behaviors, one of the proposed solutions is to develop
a camera-based system to monitor the activities of drivers. This is particularly relevant for
long-distance truck and bus drivers. For example, in many countries, including China, it
is illegal for drivers to be using their cell-phone whilst driving. Drivers who violate the
restriction face civil penalties. However, how to automatically distinguish between safe and
unsafe driving actions is not a trivial technical issue. Since most commercial drivers operate
alone, most of their driving behaviors are not directly observable by others. Such barriers will
disappear when in-vehicle technologies become available to observe driver behaviors. An
emerging technology that has attracted wide attention is the development of driver alertness
monitoring systems which aims at measuring driver status and performance to provide in-
vehicle warnings and feedback to drivers. Truck and bus fleet managers are particularly
interested in such systems to acquire sound safety management. They can regularly track
their driver outcomes and provide prevention of crashes, incidents, and violations.
Vision-based driving activity monitoring is closely related to human action recognition
(HAR), which is an important area of computer vision research and applications. The goal
of the action recognition is to classify image sequences to a human action based on the
temporality of video images. Much progress has been made on how to distinguish actions in
daily life using cameras and machine learning algorithms. HAR has no unique definition;
it changes depending on the different levels of abstraction. Moeslund et al. [29] proposed
different taxonomies, that is, action primitive, action, and activity. An action primitive is a
very basic movement that can be described at the decomposed level. An action is composed
of action primitives that describes a cyclic or whole-body movement. Activities consist
of a sequence of actions participated by one or more participates. In the recognition of
drivers’ action, the context is usually not taken into account, for example, the background
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environment variation outside the window and interactions with another person or moving
object. Accordingly, this chapter only focuses on partial body movements of the driver.
There exists some works on driver activity monitoring. To monitor a driver’s behavior,
some of the works focused on the detection of driver alertness through monitoring the eyes,
face, head, or facial expressions [76, 130, 131, 18, 132]. In one study, the driver’s face was
tracked and yaw orientation angles were used to estimate the driver’s face pose [133]. The
Fisherface approach was applied by Watta et al. to represent and recognise the driver’s seven
poses, including looking over the left shoulder in the left rear-view mirror, at the road ahead,
down at the instrument panel, at the centre rear-view mirror, at the right rear-view mirror, or
over the right shoulder [50]. In order to minimize the influence of various illumination and
background, Kato et al. used a far infrared camera to detect the driver face direction such as
leftward, frontward, and rightward [134]. Cheng et al. presented a combination of thermal
infrared and color images with multiple cameras to track important driver body parts and to
analyze driver activities such as steering the car forward, turning left, and turning right [54].
Veeraraghavan et al. used the driver’s skin-region information to group two actions; grasping
the steering wheel and talking on a cell phone [55, 135]. Zhao et al. extended and improved
Veeraraghavan’s work to recognise four driving postures, that is, grasping the steering wheel,
operating the shift lever, eating, and talking on a cell phone [136, 137]. Tran et al. studied
driver’s behaviors by foot gesture analysis [57]. Other works focused on capturing the
driver’s attention by combining different vision-based features and physical status of the
vehicle [138–143].
The task of driver activity monitoring can be generally studied in the human action recog-
nition framework, the emphasis of which is often on finding good feature representations that
should be able to tolerate variations in viewpoint, human subject, background, illumination,
and so on. There are two main categories of feature descriptions: global descriptions and local
descriptions. The former consider the visual observation as a whole while the latter describe
the observation as a collection of independent patches or local descriptors. Generally, global
representation is derived from silhouettes, edges, or optical flow. One of the earliest global
representation approaches, called motion history image (MHI), was proposed by Bobick
and Davis [30], which extract silhouettes by using background subtraction and aggregate
difference between subsequence in an action sequence. Other global description methods in-
clude the R transform [144], contour-based approach [145, 146], and optical flow [147–150].
The weakness of global representation includes the sensitivity to noise, partial occlusions,
and variations in viewpoint. Instead of global representation, local representation describes
the observation as a collection of space-time interesting points [151] or local descriptors,
which usually does not require accurate localisation and background subtraction. Local
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representation has the advantage of being invariant to different of viewpoint, appearance of
person, and partial occlusions. The representative local descriptor is the space-time interest
point detectors proposed by Laptev and Lindeberg [151], which however has the shortcoming
of only having a small number of stable interest points available in practice. Some of their
derivations have been proposed, for example, extracted space-time cuboids [152].
3.2 Contributions
We studied drivers’ activity recognition by comprehensively considering action detection,
representation, and classification. Our contributions include three parts. The first part is
our deviation from many published works on drivers’ posture based on static images from
drivers’ action sequence, which has the potential problem of confusion caused by similar
postures. It is very possible that two frames of vision-similar posture are extracted from two
completely different action image sequences. For example, the moment/frame that a driver
moves the cell phone across his or her mouth can be confused as eating. Following the action
definition in [29] which is based on the combination of basic movements, we regard driving
activity as space-time action instead of static space-limited posture. The main driving activity
we considered are hand-conducted actions such as eating and using a cell phone.
The second contribution of this chapter is our proposal of the driving action decomposi-
tion. Generally, the driving actions that take place in the drivers seat are mainly performed
by hand, which include but are not limited to eating, smoking, talking on the cell phone, and
operating the shift lever. These actions or activities are usually performed by shifting the
hand position, which is confined to the drivers seat. Following the train of thought [29], we
regard the actions or activities as a combination of a number of basic movements or action
primitives. We created a driving action dataset similar to the SEU dataset [136], with four
different types of action sequences, including operating the shift lever, responding to a cell
phone call, eating and smoking. The actions are then decomposed into four action primitives,
that is, hand interaction with shift lever, hand operating the shift lever, hand interaction
with head, and hand interaction with dashboard. Upon the classification of these action
primitives, the driving actions involving eating, smoking, and other abnormal behaviors can
be accordingly recognised as a combination of action primitives [153].
The last contribution of this chapter is the proposal of a global grid-based representation
for the driving actions, which is a combination of the motion history image (MHI) [30]
and pyramid histogram of oriented gradients (POHG) [31], and the application of random
forest classifier (RF) for the driving actions recognition. Encoding the region of interest in
the drivers seat is a natural choice as there are few noises and no partial occlusions in the
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video. The action silhouettes were first extracted to represent action primitives by applying
MHI to aggregate the difference between subsequent frames. To have better discrimination
than MHI alone, the pyramid histogram of oriented gradient of the MHI was calculated as
the features for further training and classification. PHOG is a spatial pyramid extension
of the histogram of gradients (HOG) [154] descriptors, which has been used extensively
in computer vision. After the comparison of several different classification algorithms, the
random forest (RF) classifier was chosen for the driving action recognition, which offers
satisfactory performance.
The rest of the Chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.3 gives a brief introduction
on our driving posture dataset creation and the necessary pre-processing. Section 3.4 and
Section 3.5 reviews the motion history image and the pyramid histogram of oriented gradients,
with explanation of how they are applied in driving , respectively. Section 3.6 introduces
the Random Forest classifier and other three commonly used classification methods for
comparison. Section 3.7 reports the experiment results, followed by conclusion in Section 3.8.
3.3 Driving Action Dataset Creation and Pre-processing
A driving action dataset was prepared which contains 20 video clips in 640×424@24 f ps.
The video was recorded using a Nikon D90 camera at a car park in the Xi’an Jiaotong-
Liverpool University. Ten male drivers and ten female drivers participated in the experiment
by pretending to drive in the car and conducting several actions that simulated real driving
situations. Five predefined driving actions were imitated, that is, turning the steering wheel,
operating the shift lever, eating, smoking, and using a cell phone.
There are five steps involved in simulating the driving activities by each participant.
Step 1 A driver first grasps the steering wheel and slightly turns the steering wheel.
Step 2 The driver’s right hand moves to shift the lever and operates it for several times before
moving back to the steering wheel.
Step 3 The driver takes a cell phone from the dashboard and responds to a phone call, then
puts it back by his or her right hand.
Step 4 The driver takes a cookie from the dashboard and eats it using his or her right hand.
Step 5 For male drivers, he takes a cigarette from the dashboard, and puts it into his mouth,
then uses a lighter to light the cigarette and then put it back on the dashboard.
This experiment extracted twenty consecutive picture sequences from the video of the
dataset for further experimentation.
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3.3.1 Action Detection and Segmentation
Being similar to many intelligent video analysis systems, action recognition should start with
motion detection in a continuous video stream for which many approaches are available.
Among the popular approaches, frame differencing is the simplest and most efficient method
which involves taking the difference between two frames to detect the object. Frame differ-
encing is widely applied with proven performance, particularly when a fixed camera is used
to observe dynamic events in a scene.
With each driving action sequence, the frame differences between two adjacent image
frames are first calculated, followed by thresholding operation to identify moving objects.
Otsu’s thresholding method [155] was chosen, which minimize the intra-class variance of the
black and white pixels. The existence of moving objects will be determined by evaluating
whether there exists connected regions in the binary image. And the location of the moving
objects can be further calculated based on the total areas and coordinate of connected regions.
The details can be illustrated by Fig. 3.1.
Fig. 3.1 The vertical axis stands for area of difference point compared to previous frame by
applying Otsu’s thresholding method, the horizontal axis stands for the frame number.
In the following section, the segmented actions images is further manually labelled into
four different categories of action primitives based on the trajectory of driver’s right hand as
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shown in Fig. 3.2. The first category of action is moving to shift lever with the right hand
from the steering wheel or moving back to the steering wheel from the shift lever. The second
category of action is operating the shift lever with the right hand. The third category of action
is moving to the dashboard from the steering wheel with the right hand, or moving back to
the steering wheel from the dashboard with the right hand. The forth category of action is
moving to the head from the steering wheel or moving back to the steering wheel from the
head with the right hand.
Fig. 3.2 Four manually decomposed action primitives.
3.4 Motion Energy Image (MHI)
Motion History Image (MHI) approach is a view-based temporal template approach, de-
veloped by Bobick and Davis [30], which is simple but robust in the representation of
movements and is widely employed in action recognition, motion analysis and other related
applications [156–158]. The motion history image (MHI) can describe how the motion is
moving in the image sequence. Another representation called motion energy image (MEI)
can demonstrate the presence of any motion or a spatial pattern in the image sequence.
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Both MHI and MEI templates comprise the motion history image (MHI) template-matching
method.
Fig. 3.3 Example of the driver’s right hand moving to shift lever from steering wheel. The
first row are some key frames in a driving action. The second row are the corresponding
frame difference images. The third row are binary images resulted from thresholding. The
forth row are cumulative motion energy images. The fifth row are cumulative motion history
images.
Fig. 3.3 shows a movement in driving. The first row are some key frames in a driving
action. The second and third rows are the frame differences and the corresponding binary
images from applying Otsu’s thresholding. The fourth and fifth rows are cumulative MEI
and MHI images, respectively. MHI’s pixel intensity is a function of the recency of motion
in a sequence where brighter values correspond to more recent motion. We currently use a
simple replacement and linear decay operator using the binary image difference frames. The
formal definitions are briefly explained below.
di f f (x,y, t) =
{
zeros(x,y,1), if t==1
|I(x,y, t−1)− I(x,y, t)| otherwise (3.1)
where di f f (x,y, t) is a difference image sequence indicating the difference compared to
previous frame. Let






where D(x,y, t) is binary images sequence indicating region of motion. Then the motion
energy image is defined as
MEI(x,y, t) = ∪t=action_end_ f ramet=action_start_ f rameD(x,y, t) (3.3)
Both motion history images and motion energy images were introduced to capture motion
information in images [17]. While MEI only indicates where the motion is, motion history
image MHI(x,y, t) represents the way the object moving, which can be defined as
MHI=

255, if D(x,y, t) == 1
max{0,MHI(x,y, t−1)−1}, if D(x,y, t) ̸= 1 and 255pic_seq_length ≤ 1
max{0,MHI(x,y, t−1)−floor( 255pic_seq_length)}, if D(x,y, t) ̸= 1 and 255pic_seq_length > 1
(3.4)
The result is a scalar-valued image where latest moving pixels are the brightest. MHI
can represent the location, the shape and the movement direction of an action in a picture
sequence. As MEI can be obtained by thresholding the MHI above zero, we will only
consider features derived from MHI in the following.
After the driving actions were detected and segmented from the raw video dataset,
motion history images were extracted for each of the four decomposed action sets. Fig. 3.4
demonstrates how the motion history image is calculated to represent movements for each
decomposed action sequence. In the figure, the left column and the middle column are the
start and end frames of a decomposed action snippet, respectively. The right column is the
MHI calculated for the corresponding action snippet.
3.5 Pyramid Histogram of Oriented Gradients (PHOG)
Motion history image MHI is not appropriate to be directly exploited as features for the pur-
pose of comparison or classification in practical applications. In the basic MHI method [30],
after calculating the MHI and MEI, feature vectors are calculated employing the seven
high-order Hu moments. Then these feature vectors are used for recognition. However, Hu’s
moment invariants have some drawbacks, particularly limited recognition power [159]. In
this chapter, the histogram of oriented gradients feature is extracted from the MHI as the
suitable features for classification.
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Fig. 3.4 MHIs for different driving actions. (a). right hand moving to shift lever. (b). right
hand moving back to steering wheel from shift lever. (c). right hand operating the shift
lever. (d). operating the shift lever. (e). right hand moving to head from steering wheel. (f).
right hand moving back to steering wheel. (g). right moving back to steering wheel from
dashboard. (h). right hand moving to dashboard from steering wheel
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In many image processing tasks, the local geometrical shapes within an image can be
characterized by the distribution of edge directions, called Histograms of Oriented Gradi-
ents (HOG) [154]. HOG can be calculated by evaluating a dense grid of well-normalized
local histograms of image gradient orientations over the image windows. HOG has some
important advantages over other local shape descriptors, for example, it is invariant to small
deformations and robust in terms of outliers and noise.
The HOG feature encodes the gradient orientation of one image patch without considering
where this orientation originates from in this patch. Therefore, it is not discriminative enough
when the spatial property of the underlying structure of the image patch is important. The
objective of a newly proposed improved descriptor Pyramid Histogram of Oriented Gradients
(PHOG) [31] is to take the spatial property of the local shape into account while representing
an image by HOG. The spatial information is represented by tiling the image into regions at
multiple resolutions, based on spatial pyramid matching [160]. Each image is divided into a
sequence of increasingly finer spatial grids by repeatedly doubling the number of divisions
in each axis direction. The number of points in each grid cell is then recorded. The number
of points in a cell at one level is simply the sum over those contained in the four cells it
is divided into at the next level, thus forming a pyramid representation. The cell counts at
each level of resolution are the bin counts for the histogram representing that level. The soft
correspondence between the two point sets can then be computed as a weighted sum over the
histogram intersections at each level.
Fig. 3.5 A schematic illustration of PHOG. At each resolution level, PHOG consists of a
histogram of orientation gradients over each image subregion.
The resolution of an MHI image is 640×480. An MHI is divided into small spatial cells
based on different pyramid levels. We follow the practice in [31] by limiting the number of
levels to L = 3 to prevent over-fitting. Fig. 3.5 shows the pyramid at level l has 2n×2n cells.
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where gx(x,y) and gy(x,y) are image gradients along the x and y directions. Each gradient
orientation is quantized into K bins. In each cell of every level, gradients over all the pixels
are concatenated to form a local K bins histogram. As a result, a ROI at level l is represented
as a K×2l×2l dimension vector. All the cells at different pyramid levels are combined to
form a final PHOG vector with dimension of d = K∑Ll=0 4l to represent the whole ROI.
The dimension of the PHOG feature (e.g., d = 680 when K = 8;L = 3) is relatively high.
Many dimension reduction methods can be applied to alleviate the problem. We employ the
widely used principal component analysis (PCA) [161] due to its simplicity and effectiveness.
3.6 Random Forest (RF) And Other Classification Algo-
rithms
Random forest (RF) [162] is an ensemble classifier using many decision tree models, which
can be used for classification or regression. A special advantage of RF is that the accuracy
and variable importance information is provided with the results. Random Forests creates
a number of classification trees. When an vector representing a new object is input for
classification, it was sent to every tree in the forest. A different subset of the training data are
selected (≈ 2/3), with replacement, to train each tree, and remaining training data are used
to estimate error and variable importance. Class assignment is made by the number of votes
from all of the trees.
RF has only two hyperparameters, the number of variables M in the random subset at
each node and the number of trees T in the forest [162] . Breima’ s RF error rate depends on
two parameters: the correlation between any pair of trees and the strength of each individual
tree in the forest. Increasing the correlation increases the forest error rate while increasing
the strength of the individual trees decreases this misclassification rate. Reducing Mreduces
both the correlation and the strength M is often set to the square root of the number of inputs.
When the training set for a particular tree is drawn by sampling with replacement, about
one-third of the cases are left out of the sample set.
The RF algorithm can be summarised as follows:
1. Choose parameter T, which is the number of trees to grow.
2. Choose parameter m, which is used to split each node, and m = M, where M is the
number of input variables and m is held constant while growing the forest.
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3. Grow T trees. When growing each tree do the following.
• Construct a bootstrap sample of size n sampled from Sn = (Xi,yi)(i = 1)
n with
replacement and grows a tree from this bootstrap sample.
• When growing a tree at each node select m variables at random and use them to
find the best split.
• Grow the tree to a maximal extent. There is no pruning.
4. To classify point X collect votes from every tree in the forest and then use majority
voting to decide on the class label.
In this chapter we also compared the accuracy of RF and several popular classification
methods, including k-nearest neighbor (kNN) classifier, Multilayer perceptron (MLP) and
Support Vector Machines (SVM) on the driving action datasets.
3.6.1 Other classification methods
k-nearest neighbor classifier
k-nearest neighbour (KNN) classifier, one of the most classic and simplest classifier in
machine learning, classifies object based on the minimal distance to training examples in
feature space by a majority vote of its neighbours [29]. As a type of lazy learning, kNN
classifier doesn’t do any distance computation or comparison until the test data is given.
Specifically, the object is assigned to the most common class among its k nearest neighbours.
For example, the object is classified as the class of its nearest neighbour if k equals to 1.
Theoretically, the error rate of kNN algorithm is infinitely close to Bayes error while the
training set size is infinity. However, a satisfactory performance of kNN algorithm prefers a
large number of training data set which results computation expensive in practical.
Multilayer perceptron classifier
In neural network, mutilayer perceptron (MLP) is an extension of the single layer linear
perceptron by adding hidden layers in between [161]. An MLP is a feedforward artificial
neural network model that maps sets of input data onto a set of appropriate outputs. An MLP
consists of multiple layers of nodes, i.e., the input layer, single or multiple hidden layer and
an output layer. An MLP classifier is usually trained by the error backpropagation algorithm.
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Support vector machine
Support vector machine (SVM) is one of the most commonly applied supervised learning
algorithm. A SVM is formally defined by a separating hyperplane which is in a high or
infinite dimensional space. Given labeled training data, SVM will generate an optimal
hyperplane to categorize new examples. Intuitively, the operation of the SVM algorithm
is based on finding the hyperplane that gives the largest minimum distance to the training
examples. And the optimal separating hyperplane maximizes the margin of the training data.
3.7 Experiments
3.7.1 Holdout experiment
We choose the two standard experimental procedures, namely holdout approach and the
cross-validation approach, to verify the driving action recognition performance using RF
classifier and the PHOG feature extracted from MHI. Other three classifiers, kNN, MLP, and
SVM, will be compared.
In the holdout experiment, 20% of the PHOG features are randomly selected as testing
dataset, while the remaining 80% of the features are used as training dataset. The holdout
experiment is usually repeated 100 times and the classification results are recorded. In
each holdout experiment cycle, the same training and testing dataset are applied to the four
different classifiers simultaneously to compare their performance.
Generally, clasification accuracy is one of the most common indicators used to evaluate
the performance of the classification. Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7 are the bar plots and box plots
of the classification accuracies from the four classifiers with the same decomposed driving
actions. The results are the averages from 100 runs. The average classification accuracies
of k-NN classifier, RF classifier, SVM classifier and MLP classifier are 88.01%, 96.56%,
94.43% and 90.93%, respectively. It is obvious that the RF classifier performs the best
among the four classifiers compared.
To further evaluate the performance of RF classifier, confusion matrix is used to visualize
the discrepancy between the actual class labels and predicted results from the classification.
Confusion matrix gives the full picture at the errors made by a classification model. The
confusion matrix shows how the predictions are made by the model. The rows correspond
to the known class of the data, i.e. the labels in the data. The columns correspond to the
predictions made by the model. The value of each of element in the matrix is the number of
predictions made with the class corresponding to the column for examples with the correct
value as represented by the row. Thus, the diagonal elements show the number of correct
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Fig. 3.6 Bar plots of classification rates from holdout experiment with 80% of data are used
for training, and the remaining for testing.
Fig. 3.7 Box plots of classification rates from holdout experiment with 80% of data are used
for training, and the remaining for testing.
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classifications made for each class, and the off-diagonal elements show the errors made.
Fig. 3.6 shows the confusion matrix from the above experiment for the RF classifier.
Fig. 3.8 Confusion matrix of RF classification result from the holdout experiment.
In the table, classes labelled as one, two, three and four correspond to hand interaction
with shift lever, operating the shift lever, interaction with head and interaction with dashboard,
respectively. In the confusion matrix, the columns are the predicted classes while the rows
are the true ones. For the RF classifier, the average classification rate of the four driving
actions, is 96.56%. The respective classification accuracies for the four driving actions are
95.7%, 97.13%, 94.62% and 98.77% in holdout experiment, respectively. It shows that the
class one and two tend to be easily confused with each other, with error rate of about 2% and
2.87% respectively. On the other hand, the error rates from the confusions between class
three and four lie between 1.2%∼ 5%.
3.7.2 k-ford Cross-validation
The second part of our experiment is to use k-ford cross-Validation to further confirm the
classification performance of the driving actions. In k-fold cross-validation, the original sets
of data will be portioned into k subsets randomly. One subset is retained as the validation data
for testing while the remaining k−1 subsets are used as training data. The cross-validation
process will then be repeated k times, which means that each of the k subsamples will be used
exactly once as the validation data. The estimation can be the average of the k results. The
key property of this method is that all observations are used for both training and validation,
and each observation is used for validation exactly once. We chose 10-fold cross-validation
in the experiment, which means nine of the ten splitted sets are used for training and the
remaining one reserved for testing.
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Fig. 3.9 Bar plots of classification rates from 10-fold cross-validation.
Fig. 3.10 Box plots of classification rates from 10-fold cross-validation.
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Fig. 3.11 Confusion matrix of RF classification from 10-fold cross validation experiment.
The evaluation procedure is similar to the holdout experiment. The cross validation
experiment was also conducted 100 times for each of the classification methods. Each time
the PHOG feature extracted from the driving action dataset was randomly divided into 10
folders. The average classification accuracies of the 100 repetations are shown in the bar
plots of Fig. 3.9 and box plots of Fig. 3.10. The average classification accuracies of k-NN
classifier, RF classifier, SVM classifier and MLP classifier are 94.64%, 98.30%, 97.39% and
95.91%, respectively. From the bar plots and box plots in Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10, the RF
classifier clearly outperforms other three classifiers compared.
3.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed an efficient approach to recognise driving action primitives by
joint application of motion history image and pyramid histogram of oriented gradients. The
proposed driving action primitives leads to the hierarchical representation of driver activities.
The manually labelled action primitives are jointly represented by Motion History Image
and Pyramid Histogram of Oriented Gradient (PHOG). The Random Forest classifier was
exploited to evaluate the classification performance, which gives an accuracy of over 94%
from the holdout and cross-validation experiments. This compares favorably over some other
commonly used classifications methods.
Chapter 4
Video-Based Classification of Driver
Distraction Behaviour using a Hierarchal
Classification System with Multiple
Features
Driver fatigue and distraction have long been recognized as the main contributing factors in
traffic accidents. Development of intelligent driver assistance systems, which provide auto-
matic monitoring of driver vigilance, is therefore an urgent and challenging task. This chapter
presents a novel system for video-based driving behaviour recognition. The fundamental
idea is to monitor driver hand movements and to use these as predictors for safe/unsafe
driving behaviour. In comparison to previous work, the proposed method utilises hierarchal
classification and treats driving behaviour in terms of a spatial-temporal reference framework
as opposed to a static image. The Approach was verified using the Southeast University
Driving-Posture Dataset, a dataset comprised of video clips covering aspects of driving such
as: normal driving, responding to a cell phone call, eating and smoking. After pre-processing
for illumination variations and motion sequence segmentation, eight classes of behaviour
were identified. The overall prediction accuracy obtained using the proposed approach was
89.62% when using a hierarchical classification approach. The proposed approach was able
to clearly identify two dangerous driving behaviours, Responding to a cellphone call and
Eating, with an overall recognition rate of 91.87%.
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4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a video camera-based system to monitor driver behaviour and distinguish
between safe and unsafe driving behaviours, is proposed that operates according to the analy-
sis of hand movements and usage. This entails a number of challenges namely: (i)motion
detection and segmentation, (ii)motion representation, and (iii)the classification of the hand
gestures. For this purpose, unsafe hand movements and usage include: smoking ,eating,
using a cell phone and adjusting the controls of the dashboard while driving. A further
challenge is the nature of the required video data pre-processing to compensate for noise and
illumination variation.
In the proposed video-based driving behaviour recognition system, raw video data was
first pre-processed to compensate for illumination changes to improve the performance
of motion detection. The pre-processing procedure uses a proposed two stage intensity
normalization technique to minimize the influence from illumination variation. Next, the
processed video data was segmented into video clips based on if motion exists. In this system,
then the motion clips was represented using Gait Energy Image [100] and Pyramid histogram
of gradient [163] to reduce data dimension. Finally, a hierarchal classification system is
applied to improve the recognition performance. The proposed approach was test on the
Southeast University Driving-Posture Dataset(SEU dataset). It includes activities of normal
driving, responding to a cell phone call, eating and smoking.
Given the above, the contributions of this chapter are as follows:
1. A view-based temporal-spatial template approach to represent driving video sequences
and that (as will be evidenced later in this chapter)archived competitive performance.
Contrary to many perviously published work, this chapter argues that driver behaviour
analysis is better treated as temporal-spatial problem as opposed to a static images
analysis problem; driving behaviour analysis is a space-time human activity. It is
argued that usage of static images is not sufficient to distinguish between classes
of behaviour types and that this can only be done by considering a sequence of
images(video frames).
2. A two stage intensity normalization preprocessing technique to minimize the influence
from illumination variation. The first stage comprised a moving average method that
smoothed the intensity variation caused by periodic lighting change. The second stage
comprised application of the three frame difference method[32] to detect motion. For
the task of motion detection and segmentation in video, it was found that the proposed
two-stage pre-processing technique performed well in context of compensating for
noise and illumination variation in video data.
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3. A hierarchal classification system for driving behaviour recognition which considers
different sets of features at different levels. Hierarchical classification is specifically
intended for data where the features of interest can be arranged in a hierarchical
manner. As such it offers advantages in terms of learning and representation in
comparison to attempts to use "flat" classification techniques for the purposed of
classifying hierarchical data[33]. These efficiency gains are realised because only
a subset of the complete set of available features is considered at each node in the
hierarchy. Hierarchical classification schemes have been applied in many areas [34–36].
However, it should be noted here that, to the best knowledge of the authors, they have
not been applied to driving behaviour recognition.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2.1 gives a brief introduction
to the SEU driving dataset followed by an overview of our proposed recognition system in
Section 7.2. Section 7.2.1 explains the nature of the required preprocessing of the video data
especially in the context of illumination variation. Section 4.5 introduces the driving motion
segmentation algorithm and motion representation by Gait Energy Image(GEI) representation.
Section 4.6 gives details of the hierarchal classification system adopted to predict driver
behaviour. Section 7.4 reports the conducted evaluation and the experiment results obtained,
this is followed by some conclusions presented in Section 7.5.
4.2 The SEU Driving Dataset
Fig. 4.1 SEU driving dataset
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To test the proposed driving behaviour recognition approach, the Southeast University
Driving-Posture Dataset(SEU dataset) was used. This data was first created by Zhao [164].
Some selected frames from this dataset are shown in Fig.5.2. Each video included in the
dataset was obtained using a side-mounted Logitech C905 CCD camera under day lighting
conditions with a resolution of 640x480. Ten male drivers and ten female drivers participated
in the creation of the dataset. Each video was recorded under normal day light conditions,
poor illuminated night time conditions were not considered.
4.3 System Overview
Fig. 4.2 System overview.
A schematic illustrating the operation of the proposed driving behaviour recognition
system is shown in Fig.7.5. In the figure the directed arcs indicate the next step followed by
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Table 4.1 Driver behaviour class definition
Class Abbreviation Description
1 OpGS The normal operation of the gear shift.
2 IntSG Interaction with the gear shift. Thus the movement of the right
hand from the steering wheel to the gear shift, or the reverse
procedure.
3 Int.OpSG Interaction with the gear shift and then operation of the gear
shift. It represents compositional behaviour comprising IntSG
and OpSG
4 IntSG.opSG.DB Interaction with and operation of the gear shift, followed by
movement to Dashboard. The class describes the situation
where right hand is first used to operate the gear shift, then
moves back to the steering wheel and then reaches towards the
dashboard.
5 IntHd Describes situation where the driver moves his right hand to-
wards or away from his/her head. For example moving food
towards the mouth or taking a call by moving a cell phone
towards the ear (we call this head interaction )
6 IntHd.DB Interaction between head and dashboard, encompasses
IntHd.DB and IntDB
7 IntDB Describes situation where the driver moves his right to place
something on the dashboard or take something away from the
dash board. For example, taking a cigarette from a packet or
replacing a cigarette lighter.
8 Other Behaviour undefined in the previous seven classes, such as
turning of the steering wheel.
previous one. The proposed system comprises five steps: (i)video data pre-processing so
as to compensate for noise and illumination variation, (ii)motion segmentation, (iii) feature
representation, (iv)hand movement classification using a hierarchical classification model
and (v)dangerous behaviour classification. Eight kinds of driver behaviour class, each defined
according to driver hand movement, were identified as shown in the Table 4.1
From the table it can been seen that the identified eight driver behaviour classes are
defined in terms of the physical position and/or movement of a driver’s right hand. As our
emphasis is on dangerous driving behaviour, such as responding to a cellphone call and
eating, in the case of classes 5 and 6 are further analysis is applied with the result that video
sequences corresponding to these classes may be reclassified as belonging to class 5* or 6*
as shown in table 4.2:
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Table 4.2 Dangerous Driver behaviour class definition
Class Abbreviation Description
1 IntHd.phone Driver takes a cellphone from somewhere, such as dashboard,
and place it on the profile of head
2 IntHdDB.eat Either eating or smoking a cigarette.
4.4 Motion Detection
The task of driver behaviour monitoring can be generally studied within the human action
recognition framework [165], that is action detection, action segmentation, action representa-
tion and action classification. The emphasis of the framework is often on finding good feature
representations tolerant of variations in viewpoint, human subject, background, illumination,
and so on. One of the common strategies of representing human motion is global description,
which regards the visual observation as a whole. Global representation can be derived from
motion object silhouettes [166, 167] based on effective motion detection and segmentation.
Three commonly used approaches to motion detection or moving object detection are:
(i)temporal differencing, (ii)background subtraction and (iii)optical flow. Temporal difference
methods are simply based on the subtraction of two consecutive frames followed, a similarity
threshold is then used to determine whether the frames are different or not [155]. In the
background subtraction methods, what is known as a background image is modeled first.
This is a benchmark image against which other images are measured. Motion is identified
by calculating the difference between a current frame and the background image [168]. A
similarity threshold is then again used. Both of these methods can work well if an appropriate
threshold value is used; however, this is not a trivial task in practice. A further disadvantage
of the temporal difference approach (and its variants) is that when using this approach it is
generally not possible to extract the complete contours of moving object. In the case of the
background subtraction approach a further disadvantage is that it critically relies on precise
background modeling, which in turn has a series of open problems. The essence of optical
flow is to estimate the motion field and merge the motion vectors with similarities. The
optical flow approach has been found to work well in the presence of camera motion [169],
but with the disadvantage of higher computing capability requirement and the side-effect of
being sensitive to noise.
From the above, in action recognition research, temporal difference is often preferred due
to its computational efficiency and its consequent potential for usage in real-time applications.
However, as noted above choosing a threshold value is a challenging problem. One widely
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used solution is to Otsu’s method [155] for selecting a threshold. Otsu’s method minimizes
the intraclass variance of the black and white pixels while at the same time being tolerant to
slight and slow variation of illumination. The temporal difference motion detection approach,
coupled with Otsu’s threshold selection technique, was thus adopted with respect to the
work presented in this chapter. However, prior to its application, two kinds of illumination
variation found in the SEU dataset had to be taken be addressed, namely: (i)periodic variation,
and ii)sudden change. The proposed mechanism for addressing these illumination variation
issues are presented in Sub-sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2.
4.4.1 Periodic Variation
Periodic illumination variation occurs when a vehicle is passing a sequence of road side
objects (such as lamp posts) where by the vehicle under illumination changes in a regular
pattern. This type illumination variations thus quasi-periodic and as such is a negative
influence on motion detection. This is particularly the case with respect to the temporal
differencing approach used with respect to the work presented in this chapter because false
foreground appears if illumination varies quasi-periodically.
Fig. 4.3a further explains the quasi-periodic illumination variations which arises from
the simulated SEU driving dataset. In the figure, the first row comprises an image sequence
representing a movement of the right hand reaching towards the gear shift. The second
row is the corresponding sequence of frame differences generated by applying temporal
difference motion detection (coupled with Otsu’s threshold method). The white pixels
indicate differences with respected to the previous and consequently are indicative of motion.
Obviously, the direct frame differencing results are too noisy to be proceeded for moving
object detection. Such a detriment is caused by the quasi-periodic lighting change, as
demonstrated by Fig.4.4a, which shows the change of intensity value with time for a specific
video sequence. From the figure peaks and throuhs in intensity value can be observed. As
the video is recorded 30fps, the intensity value jumps roughly about every half a minute.
In order to reduce the influence from the above quasi-periodic lighting change, we
proposed an intensity compensation method by smoothing the sharp peaks and valleys.
For each frame in a given sequence, we first calculate the difference between the intensity
values and the moving average intensity values with respected to no-motion area. Then we
compensate each frame by adding the intensity difference to each pixel in the frame. The
process is as follows:
1. Step 1: For a given video sequence, we calculate the frame difference for each pair
of consecutive frames and add these frame differences together. The final aggregated
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(a) Before compensation
(b) After compensation
Fig. 4.3 An example of Negative influence caused using periodic illumination variation and
its compensation result
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(a) Before processing
(b) After processing
Fig. 4.4 Intensity plot of video 25
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frame difference is thresholded by Otsu’s method [155], resulting in a mask for the
static pixels. A set of 16 example masks are shown in Fig. 4.5, with black and white
pixles representing motion and no motion, respectively.
Fig. 4.5 Examples of no-motion masks.
2. Step 2: The mask from above step 1 is multiplied to its corresponding video frames In,
with n for frame index, to yield the intensity sequences of no-motion area, denoted as
I¯n.
3. Step 3: The moving average of I¯n is defined as
BPIn =
I¯n if n = 1(1−a)×BPIn−1+a× I¯n if n > 1 (4.1)
where a is a coefficient representing the degree of weighting decrease.
4. Step 4: The difference between the BPIn and I¯n is generated, namely diffn = BPIn− I¯n.
5. Step 5: Finally, for nth frame Imn in the original sequence, the intensity compensated
result Im′n is given by Imn+diffn
it should be noted that the compensation algorithm is directed specifically at the quasi-
periodic illumination variation phenomena. The effect of the above compensation algorithm
can be seen by comparing Fig. 4.4b with Fig.4.4a. Both figures feature the same video
sequence, the first without compensation, and the second with compensation. Noise reduction
can clearly be observed from Fig.4.3b.
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4.4.2 Sudden Change Variation
While the influence from quasi-periodic illumination change can be compensated to a large
extent by the proposed intensity compensation method, sudden light change remains a
problem, which may bring false motion area when the simple temporal difference is applied.
In recent years, there have been some exploratory works on the robust moving object
detection against fast illumination changes [170–172], some of which are extended from
temporal difference. For example, a three-frame difference method was proposed in [32],
aiming to solve occluded objects detection while alleviating the negative effect from sudden
illumination changes. A recent approach [173] uses several temporal reference images to
detect moving objects and adapt to sudden illumination change, holes are reduced inside the
foreground. However, the detected objects may drag ghost artifacts due to the use of several
consecutive frames possibly involving moving objects.
In our works, the three frame difference approach [32] was applied to the intensity
compensated sequence to robustly detect moving objects. The approach first applies frame
difference to three consecutive frames, and then make an AND operations to the results.
Specifically, denote three consecutive frames fk−1, fk and fk+1, then two binary images D1
and D2 can be obtained:
D1(x,y) =
1, | fk(x,y)− fk−1(x,y)| ≥ T0, otherwise (4.2)
D2(x,y) =
1, | fk+1(x,y)− fk(x,y)| ≥ T0, otherwise (4.3)
Then the three difference image is given by as follows:
D(x,y) =
1, D1(i, j)∩D2(i, j) = 10, D1(i, j)∩D2(i, j) = 0 (4.4)
The performance is shown in Fig. 4.6, the first row is an original image sequence
representing driver’s hand moving back from the dashboard after intensity compensation.
There exists an illumination sudden change between the third and forth frame of the first row.
The second row is the corresponding two consecutive frame differencing image threshold by
Otsu’s method. The intensity sudden change caused false foreground in the third frame of
the second row. By applying three difference method, the three frame differencing image
was shown in the third row which proves that the the false foreground was reduced.
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Fig. 4.6 The first row is the original image sequence after intensity compensation. The
second row is the corresponding two consecutive frame differencing image threshold by
Otsu’s method. The third row is the three frame differencing image corresponded to the
second row
.
4.5 Driving Motion Segmentation and Representation
There has been a large body of work that addresses the topic of automatic human action
recognition, which focus on the video analysis based on durations and changes of spatial
features over time, for example, flow-based iterations [174], motion history image [30],
and local interesting points [152]. An implicit assumption on these features, namely, the
availability of consecutive frames on a small group of predetermined pixels from which the
features are calculated, can not be made in practice. It remains a challenge to find a generic
vocabulary of parts of actions, and the corresponding methods for breaking video streams
into the corresponding segments.
Currently, there exists several different kind of methods to temporally segment video
streams into fragments or clips [165], including boundary detection [175, 176], sliding
windows [177, 178]and grammar concatenation [179, 180]. Among the methods proposed,
the boundary detection is relative easy and efficient for the driving behaviour video analysis.
Specifically in our approach, motion clips are segmented if there exists a continuity of at least
15 frames with which motion area is over 950 pixels. The two values, i.e., 15 frames and
950 pixels, are from empirical analysis of the SEU datasets. This can be further explained by
Fig. 4.7, which plots the detected motion area in pixels over the frames for the video No.25
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of the SEU dataset, showing that six motion clips can be segmented between frames 2000 to
3000. With the simple boundary detection method for video segmentation, 527 motion clips
are obtained from 20 raw videos sequence.
Fig. 4.7 Motion period segmentation
.
Motion clips segmented from the original video is a sequence of high-dimensional
images, which cannot be directly applied for classification. We have obtained satisfactory
recognition performance in our earlier works by representing motion clips with motion
history image (MHI) [30] and pyramid histogram of oriented gradients (PHOG) [163].
Motion history image (MHI) is a view-based temporal approach, which is simple yet robust
in the representation of movements and is widely employed in action recognition, motion
analysis, and other related applications [156–158]. The essence of MHI is to describe motion
in the image sequence by representing a pixel intensity as a function of the recency of
motion in a sequence, where brighter values correspond to more recent motion. Inspired by
MHI, a special motion feature expression approach, termed Gait Energy Image (GEI), was
proposed for individual gait recognition [100] and later applied in repetitive human activity
classification [181] due to a number of attractive attributes. Recently, some extensions or
variants of GEI have been proposed [182, 183].
GEI is a simple yet competitive appearance based method that exploits average (i.e.,
energy) cues as motion features of the whole sequence. With period of gait or other action
estimated, GEI can be used to represent the motion with both spatial and temporal information
included, and their robustness to specific noises have been proved [184]. Suppose Bt(x,y) is
the binary silhouette images at time t in a sequence, GEI is defined as follows:
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where N is the number of frames, t is the frame number in the sequence, and x and y are
values in the 2D image coordinate.
Fig. 4.8 Example procedure in extracting gait energy image.
An example procedure of extracting GEI form driving behaviour is illustrated in Fig.4.8.
The first row in left part of the Fig. 4.8 is an original sequence while the second row in left
part of the Fig. 4.8 is the corresponded silhouette sequence generated from original sequence
by the approach described in pre-processing section. The right part of the Fig. 4.8 is the GEI
by averaging the silhouette sequence. From the example gait energy image, it is obvious that
higher intensity pixels indicate static areas, while lower intensity pixels highlight dynamic
portions of the performed actions.
4.6 Hierarchal Classification of the Driving Behaviour
To alleviate the problems from applying flat classification on overlapping classes, which is
obvious for some subclasses defined in Section 7.2, a commonly applied methodology of
hierarchal classification is adopted [34–36].
With the aid of explanation of Fig. 4.9, a segmented video clip is first classified into shift
gear related and shift gear not-related classes, each of which will be further classified in next
level of the hierarchy. Different regions of interest (ROI) and features can then be exploited
for the different subclasses.
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Fig. 4.9 Hierarchal classification system
.
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4.6.1 Level One Classification
We applied SVM classification [185, 186] for the first level classes to make a distinction
between the shift gear related and shift gear not-related behaviours. When a driver conducts
behaviours including OpGS or IntSG, the hand will appear in the right bottom in the field
of viewing, as indicated by red circle in Fig. 4.10. The shift gear related area can then
be represented by the motion energy images (MEI) for the two classes, as illustrated by
Fig. 4.11.
Fig. 4.10 ROI based on skin region time lapse image
.
Fig. 4.11 Two classes in level one of the hierarchal classification system
.
4.6.2 Level Two Classification
There are two branches in the 2nd level of class hierarchy. The first branch (abbreviated as
level two-sg in the figure) categorizes two situations, namely, OpGS and not only operating
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shift gear. A random forest classifier [187] is trained to classify the two groups of pattern as
shown in Fig. 4.12a. The second branch (abbreviated as level two-no-sg in the figure) covers
the following four cases: IntHd, IntHd.DB, IntHd.DB, and Other, as shown in Fig. 4.12b.
Similar to the previous discussion, random forest classifier is trained to classify the four
groups of GEI.
4.6.3 Level Three Classification
In the third level of classification hierarchy, two subclasses of the not only operating shift gear
class are defined, that is Only shift Gear Realted and IntSG.opSG.DB, as shown in Fig. 4.13a.
There exists much overlapping if in the GEI feature space, which makes classification difficult.
As the two behaviours are performed by the right hand with motions mainly consisting of
moving among shift gear and steering wheel and dashboard, the trajectories of the right hand
are easier to distinguish. One possible approach to locate the right hand is by skin-region
analysis in a well-defined region of interest (ROI). Specifically, we further extract the right
hand skin-region in a ROI for each image of the action sequence, and combine them to
form a right hand skin-region GEI. There exist many methods for skin region segmentation,
for example, difference color space thresholding [188], Gaussian and mixture of Gaussian
distributions thresholding method [189]. In this experiment, we simply segment the region
of skin based on the following decision rules for the pixel value in YCbCr color space:
80≤Cb≤ 120140≤Cr ≤ 170 (4.6)
Fig. 4.14 demonstrates the above procedure of locating the right hand skin region in
ROI. The first row is four selected frames from the original sequence. The second row is the
skin region after applying the above rule corresponding to the first row. As the two classes
of behaviours are related to the shift gear region and the dashboard region, the region of
interest(ROI) is located at a right trapezoid region of the lower right corner of the frame,
which covers the shift gear region and the dashboard region. We only estimate the right
hand region in ROI. The third row shows the hand region in ROI after connected component
analysis and further analysis of the hand area. After locating the right hand skin region in
ROI for each frame in the sequence, the right hand region sequence is combined to form
another group of GEI, as shown in Fig. 4.13b, which is much easier to classify compared to
the pattern in Fig. 4.13a.
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(a) Two classes of shift gear related
(b) Four classes of no shift gear related
Fig. 4.12 GEI patterns in level two
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(a) Original GEI patterns
(b) Four classes of no shift gear related
Fig. 4.13 GEI patterns in level three
Fig. 4.14 Locating the right hand skin region in ROI
.
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4.6.4 Level Four Classification
In the forth level of classification, the class of only shift gear related from level three can
be further divided into two subclasses, namely IntSG and Int.OpSG, respectively. However,
neither original GEI nor right hand skin region-GEI feature could give a satisfactory sepa-
ration between these two subclasses. To solve the problem, we propose to exploit features
that are more discriminative for hand motions. More specifically, if we summate the vertical
projection values on a frame differencing image sequence , a behaviour containing OpGS
will cause more movement around shift gear which makes larger projection value on the
period of vertical axis corresponded to the shift gear area.
Therefore, we calculate the skin region frame differencing sequence and to summate the
vertical projection to form a cumulative vertical projection histogram for classification. The
detailed steps are as follows:
1. Step 1: For a given GEI belonging to the class of only shift gear related, find its
corresponding original frame sequence.
2. Step 2: Transform the original sequence into a binary image sequence based on hand
skin region segmentation proposed in previous subsection.
3. Step 3: Calculate the frame differencing image sequence from the binary image
sequence.
4. Step 4: For each frame in the sequence, project its binary frame differencing image
onto the vertical-axis and get the projection vector.
5. Step 5: Summate the projection vectors corresponded to each frame to form a vertical
projection histogram.
6. Step 6: Use the histogram to represent a sequence after size normalization.
Fig. 4.15 Right hand skin sequence of video 7(frame 645–648)and their corresponding
horizontal projection image
.
Fig. 4.15 shows the procedure to generate a horizontal projection histogram. The first
row is four consecutive binary frames after right hand skin region segmentation in video 7.
The second row corresponds to frame differencing image sequence. The third row shows
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the horizontal projection histogram corresponding to the frame differencing image in the
second row. The forth row is the cumulative horizontal projection histogram. The image
of histogram in fourth row and fourth column of Fig. 4.15 is an example of a cumulative
horizontal projection histogram which can be used to represent the motion among the four
frames. However, the size of the histogram could be different, we normalize all the histogram
to a fixed size.
Fig. 4.16 Normalized horizontal projection histogram of the two classes in level four
.
Fig. 4.16 shows the normalized horizontal projection histogram of two classes. The lower
side sharp peak in the histogram of Int.OpSG class represents operating the shift gear in the
steering room which is the most distinguish feature by this method.
4.6.5 Additional Stage Classification on dangerous behaviour
The segmented driving motion clips are classified into eight classes based on their contents in
previous four level hierarchal classifications. Dangerous driving behaviours, including eating,
smoking and responding to a cell phone call, can all be described as the relative motion with
reference to head. Therefore, we perform an additional stage of classification. Specifically,
each frame in motion clips from the spatial oriented classes of IntHd and IntHd.DB will be
re-examined and further be classified into two human perception oriented classes, that is
IntHd.phone and IntHdDB.eat. In this additional stage, all the frames belonging to classes of
IntHd and IntHd.DB will be further classified into another two classes as shown in following
Fig. 4.17.
The first two rows are belongs to the class of no hand in profile while the bottom two
rows are belongs to the class of hand in profile. The PHOG feature is extracted from every
frame in every sequence in the IntHd class and IntHd.DB class. The PHOG feature is used
to train and test a k-nearest neighbor(KNN) classifier with good performance. If any frame
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Fig. 4.17 Selected frames from the two classes: no hand in profile and hand in profile
.
from the two class of IntHd and IntHd.DB is labeled to be hand in profile, the behaviour
sequence contains that frame is IntDd.phone, otherwise it is IntHdDB.eat.
4.7 Experiment
Experiments are carried out to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm on the SEU
driving database. This database consists of 20 sequences from 20 drivers conducting eight
driving behaviours which have been introduced in section 7.2. The experiment was conducted
on a Dell M6700 workstation with CPU i7 3740QM 2.7GHZ and the proposed algorithm are
programmed using MATLAB. In the experiment, 20 videos from the original SEU dataset are
first pre-processed to reduce the influence of illumination variation. After that, 527 motion
clips are segmented from the original video by the algorithm discussed in section IV. Then
eight different classes of motion clips are sent to the hierarchal classification system for
training and classification. In order to evaluate the significance of hierarchal system, we
also sent the data to a traditional non-hierarchal one-versus-eight classifier for comparison.
Finally, we conduct an experiment on additional stage classification for exploring dangerous
driving behaviour, one behaviour is IntHdDB.eat, the other is IntDd.phone. Meanwhile,
in each level of the hierarchal system, the non-hierarchal system and the additional stage
classification, we compare the classification performance by four commonly used classifiers,
that is k-nearest neighour classifier(KNN), random forest classifier(RF), support vector
machine classifier(SVM) and multi-layer perceptron classifier(MLP).
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Table 4.3 Classification Accuracy
Classification Accuracy(%)
KNN RF SVM MLP
Level one 99.27 99.87 99.87 99.87
Level two-no-sg 78.68 91.02 88.86 80.32
Level two-sg 79.63 99.48 94.18 88.20
Level three 100 99.83 100 100
Level four 95.60 93.60 96.00 83.40
Hierarchal 89.62
No hierarchal 70.47 88.57 84.31 76.22
4.7.1 hirachal and non-hirachal classification performance
We chose a standard experimental procedure called the holdout approach to verify the driving
behaviour recognition system. In the holdout experiment, 10% of the 20 videos, that is 2
videos, are randomly selected as the testing dataset, while the remaining 18 videos are used
as the training dataset. The bar plot and box plot of average accuracy results from 100 runs
are shown in Fig. 4.18a and Fig. 4.18b, respectively.
The ticks in the vertical axis represent level one classification (abbreviated as L1), level
two no-shift gear related classification (abbreviated as L2-no-sg), level two shift gear related
classification (abbreviated as L2-sg), level three classification (abbreviated as L3), level
four classification (abbreviated as L4), hierarchal classification (abbreviated as Hie.), and
non-hierarchal classification (abbreviated as No Hie.), respectively. Each tick except Hie.
corresponds four classifier performances(from left to right), that is, KNN, RF, SVM and
MLP, respectively. The Table 4.3 is the numerical results of the bar plot in Fig. 4.18a. Based
on the performance shown in Table I, we choose RF in previous two levels and SVM in last
two levels to form the hierarchal classification system, and the final classification accuracy is
89.62%. It is 1.05% improved compared to the non-hierarchal classification result of 88.57%
which only applies GEI and PHOG in a one-versus-eight RF classifier. The improvement
performance yields the significance of applying hierarchal system.
Moreover, to further evaluate the classification performance, confusion matrix is used
to visualize the discrepancy between the actual class labels and predicted results from the
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(a) Bar plot
(b) Box plot
Fig. 4.18 Plot of experiment result in the hierarchal system
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classification. Confusion matrix gives the full picture at the errors made by a classification
model. The confusion matrix shows how the predictions are made by the model. The
rows correspond to the known class of the data, that is, the labels in the data. The columns
correspond to the predictions made by the model.The value of each of element in the matrix is
the number of predictions made with the class corresponding to the column,for example,with
the correct value as represented by the row. Thus, the diagonal elements show the number of
correct classifications made for each class, and the off-diagonal elements show the errors
made.. The confusion matrices of the hierarchal system and non-hierarchal system are shown
in Fig. 4.19a and Fig. 4.19b, respectively. In Fig. 4.19b, the accuracy of action 5 is only 19%
and the action 5 is confused into action 2 with a rate of 59% and action 7 with a rate of 23%.
However,as shown in Fig. 4.19a, the accuracy of action 5 is increased to 96% which means
that 77% subsets of action 5 is closer to the others class in a non-hierarchal system by the
feature of GEI.
4.7.2 Dangerous Behaviour Classification Performance
From the motion clips belong to the classes of IntHd and IntHd.DB, we extracted about 10
thousand frames. We manually labeled these 10 thousand frames into two classes, one is
No Hand in Profile and the other is Hand in Profile which has been illustrated in Fig.21.
We setup a holdout experiment based on randomly dividing the 10 thousand frames into
a training dataset (90% of the 10 thousand feature vectors extracted from the 10 thousand
frames) and a test dataset (10% of the 10 thousand feature vectors extracted from the 10
thousand frames). Using the holdout experiment approach, only the test dataset is used to
estimate the generalization error. We repeat the holdout experiment 100 times by randomly
splitting the 10 thousand features and recorded the classification results. The bar plot and box
plot shows the classification performance among four commonly used classifiers in Fig. 4.20a
and Fig. 4.20b. The result of classification rate of KNN, RF, SVM and MLP are 99.86%,
99.14%, 99.27% and 97.76%, respectively. The box plot in Fig. 4.20b further verifies that
KNN classifier offers the best classification performance rate of the four classifiers. The
confusion matrix of KNN shown in table 4.4 indicates that only 0.1% class I samples are
mis-classified into class II while all class II samples are correctly classified.
4.7.3 Discussion
We treat the driving behaviour as temporal-spatial action instead of static images in other
state-of-art approaches [55, 56, 164]. We first hierarchically recognise periods of motion un-
der the framework of the action recognition. Then based on the prior knowledge of categories
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(a) Using hierarchal system
(b) Without hierarchal system




Fig. 4.20 Experiment result in the dangerous behaviour classification
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Table 4.4 Confusion matrix for the result from KNN classifier.




of dangerous behaviour(eg. eating, smoking and responding a cellphone call), we further
classify the head-related motion by the combination of PHOG and KNN with a high accuracy
of 99.86%. In our hierarchal classification system, we achieve 96% accuracy rate for class
5(IntHd) and 88% accuracy rate for class 6(IntHd.DB). We roughly estimate the overall dan-
gerous driving behaviour recognition rate by (96%∗99.86%+88%∗99.86%)/2 = 91.87%.
This is a competitive performance which is closest to real application when compared to
other state-of-art approaches.
We apply gait energy image representation combined with shifting of ROI, skin region
analysis and projection histogram in different levels of our hierarchal classification sys-
tem which proves: 1)improved overall performance(89.62%) compared to traditional flat
classification(88.57%); 2)classification accuracy for each class increases to no less than
73%. The hierarchy of the system and the representation feature used in each hierarchy
can be further improved in later extension of our work. In addition, we combined PHOG
and KNN in the classification of dangerous behaviour which resulted in a high recognition
rate of 99.86%. But eating and smoking are very similar behaviours and they are difficult
to distinguish. They are labeled as the same class in our work. Further extension work is
suggested to explore a better solution to distinguish eating and smoking.
4.8 Conclusion
This chapter addresses the importance of automatic understanding and characterization of
driver behaviours in preventing motor vehicle accidents and presents a novel system for
vision-based driving behaviour recognition. We verify our approach on the SEU driving
dataset which includes activities of normal driving, responding to a cell phone call, eating
and smoking. After pre-processing for illumination variations and motion clip segmentation,
eight classes of behaviour are extracted for classification. By joint application of gait
energy image, pyramid histogram of oriented gradients, hand skin-region segmentation
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and the hierarchal classification, our overall accuracy is over 89.62%. While the overall
accuracy increases 1.05% compared to non-hierarchal classification system, the individual
classification accuracy for each class increases to no less than 73%. We also estimate
two dangerous driving behaviour, that is IntHd.phone and IntHdDB.eat, with an overall
recognition rate of 91.87%.

Chapter 5
Driving Posture Recognition by
Convolutional Neural Networks
Driver fatigue and inattention have long been recognized as the main contributing factors
in traffic accidents. Development of intelligent driver assistance systems with embedded
functionality of driver vigilance monitoring is therefore an urgent and challenging task.
This chapter presents a novel system which applies convolutional neural network (CNN) to
automatically learn and predict pre-defined driving postures. The main idea is to monitor
driver hand position with discriminative information extracted to predict safe/unsafe driving
posture. In comparison to previous approaches, convolutional neural networks can automati-
cally learn discriminative features directly from raw images. In our works, a CNN model
was first pre-trained by an unsupervised feature learning method called sparse filtering, and
subsequently fine-tuned with classification. The approach was verified using the Southeast
University Driving-Posture Dataset, which comprised of video clips covering four driving
postures, including normal driving, responding to a cell phone call, eating and smoking.
Compared to other popular approaches with different image descriptors and classification
methods, our scheme achieves the best performance with an overall accuracy of 99.78%.
To evaluate the effectiveness and generalization performance in more realistic conditions,
the method was further tested using other two specially designed datasets which takes into
account of the poor illuminations and different road conditions, achieving an overall accuracy
of 99.3% and 95.77%, respectively.
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5.1 Introduction
With the ever-growing traffic density, the number of road accidents is anticipated to further
increase. Unsafe and dangerous driving accounts for the death of more than one million lives
and over 50 million serious injuries worldwide each year [12]. Finding solutions to reduce
road accidents and to improve traffic safety has become a top-priority for many government
agencies and automobile manufactures alike. It has become imperative to the development
of Intelligent Driver Assistance Systems (IDAS) which is able to continuously monitor, not
just the surrounding environment and vehicle state, but also driver behaviours.
Previous works using IDAS to prevent traffic accident can be categorized into two main
streams of activities, which are: the vehicle-oriented approaches [58, 59] and the driver-
oriented approaches [61, 50, 15, 54]. For the first one, driver vigilance is analyzed through
vehicle behaviour including movement of steering wheel, pressure on the acceleration pedal,
speed, deviations from lane position, response time against an obstacle braking, and etc.
The main limitations of these approaches [58, 59] include their dependence on the shape
of the road, the vehicle performance and the manner of driving. For the second approach,
driver behaviour monitoring is based on the analysis of physiological and biomedical signals
such as heart rate, brain activity, temperature, vascular activity and muscular activity. Such
methods [61] rely on wearable sensors which decrease user experience and increase hardware
cost. An alternative way to analyse driver behaviour is using a camera. There are three
categories of vision-based approaches to automatically monitor the unsafe driver behaviour:
(i) gaze and head pose analysis for the prediction of driver behaviour and intention [50, 51,
18, 190, 191], (ii) extraction of fatigue cues from driver facial image [15, 16, 192, 193],
and (iii) characterization (in the context of safe versus unsafe driving behaviour) of driver
body postures, including the positioning of arms, hands and feet [54–57]. Despite the
encouraging performances under appropriate conditions, the proposed approaches share a
common disadvantage of being ad hoc. Most of the vision-based methods follow a two-
step framework: (i)extraction of hand-crafted features from raw data, usually with certain
assumptions about the circumstances under which the data was taken, (ii)learning classifiers
based on the obtained feature. Methods under such a framework cannot reach an optimal
balance between the discriminability of the extracted features and the robustness of the
chosen classifier. The reason is the uncertainty of what features are important for the task at
hand since the choice of features is highly problem-dependent in real-world scenarios.
Recently, there has been growing interest in the development of deep learning models
for various vision tasks [194–196]. Deep learning models generally features of learning
multiple layers of feature hierarchies, with increasingly abstract representations extracted at
each stage. Such learning machines can be trained using either supervised or unsupervised
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approaches, and the resulting systems have been shown to yield competitive performance
in speech recognition [197, 198], natural language processing [199], image classification
[200–203], visual object detection [204], and other visual tasks [205–209].
One of the most successful deep learning models is the Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) [196, 200], a hierarchical multi-layered neural network able to learn visual patterns
directly from the image pixels. In CNNs, small patches of the image (dubbed as a local
receptive field) are inputted to the first layer of the hierarchical structure. Information
generally passes on the different layers of the network, and at each layer trainable filters and
local neighborhood pooling operations are exploited in order to produce salient features for
the data observed. In addition, the method provides a level of invariance to shift, scale and
rotation as the local receptive field allows the processing unit access to elementary features
such as oriented edges or corners. It has been repeatedly proved that CNN is powerful to
learn rich features from the training set automatically.
In this chapter, we apply Convolutional Neural Network architecture to represent and
recognise driving postures, which aims at building high-level feature representation from low-
level input automatically with minimal domain knowledge of the problem. Our work focus
on the characterization of driving posture, with high-level features extracted hierarchically
from raw input image. Each convolutional layer generates feature maps using sliding filters
on a local receptive field in the maps of the preceding layer (input or max-pooling layer).
The map sizes decrease layer by layer such that the extracted feature becomes more complex
and global. Then, the output is inputted to a fully connected multilayer perceptron (MLP)
classifier. The proposed approach was evaluated on the Southeast University Driving-Posture
Dataset [192], demonstrating competitive performance.
The key contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
1. To recognise driving posture, this chapter proposed to build a deep convolutional
neural network in which trainable filters and local neighborhood pooling operations are
applied alternatively to automatically explore salient features. Using CNN to learn rich
features from the training set is more generic and requires minimal domain knowledge
of the problem compared to hand crafted feature in previous approaches.
2. We using sparse filter [210] to pre-train the filters in our networks, with advantages
including (i)acceleration of training for faster convergence, (ii) a better generalization
performance. In addition, we setup experiment to evaluate the CNN architecture
selection, with max-pooling and ReLU identified as better options for pooling operation
and activation function, respectively.
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3. The proposed approach was evaluated on the Southeast University Driving-Posture
Dataset [192]. To account for the poor illuminations and different road conditions, we
created two sets of video data, namely, the Driving Posture atNight Dataset and the
Driving Posture inReal Dataset. The performances achieved on these three datasets are
characterized by accuracies of 99.47%, 99.3%, and 95.77%, respectively.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 presents an overview of our
proposed method and the SEU driving posture dataset, while Section 7.2.2 gives a detailed
introduction to the convolutional neural network followed by the training details in Section
5.4. Section 7.4 reports experiment results for the performance evaluation, followed by some
conclusions presented in Section 7.5.
5.2 System Overview
Fig. 5.1 The frameworks of our method.
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Following the approach proposed by Zhao [192], our work also focus on the characteri-
zation of driving postures with reference to driver hand position. However, hand region is
difficult to be accurately estimated due to the limitations of skin region segmentation algo-
rithms and the variation of light condition. In our approach, we use the whole frame extracted
from raw video instead of hand region as input. This is achieved by using convolutional
neural network which can automatically learn discriminative feature representation directly
from raw data.
To have an overview of the proposed approach, Fig.6.1 gives an illustration of the driving
posture recognition system. The system comprises three steps: (i)unsupervised pre-training
of the network with unlabeled data (ii)fine-tuning the network with four classes of the labeled
data, (iii) feature extraction using the network from input for classification .
5.2.1 Southeast University Driving-Posture Dataset
Fig. 5.2 Example images of from the SEU driving dataset. The first column is normal driving
posture; The second column is the posture of operating the shift gear; The third column is
the posture of eating or smoking; The forth column is the posture of responding a cell phone
To test the proposed driving posture recognition approach, the Southeast University
Driving-Posture Dataset(SEU dataset) was used. This data was first created by Zhao [192].
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Each video included in the dataset was obtained using a side-mounted Logitech C905 CCD
camera under day lighting conditions with a resolution of 640×480. Ten male drivers and
ten female drivers participated in the creation of the dataset. Each video was recorded under
normal day light conditions. We extracted all frames in these videos and manually labeled
four pre-defined postures including :
1. normal driving (posture1)
2. operating the shift gear (posture2)
3. eating and smoking (posture3)
4. responding a cell phone (posture4)
Some selected samples are shown in Fig.5.2. Each posture from (1) to (4) contains 46081,
12000, 18181, 16211 samples, respectively.
5.2.2 New Driving-Posture Dataset
To further evaluate the effectiveness and generalization performance of our approach, we
built two different datasets, namely, Driving-Posture-atNight and Driving-Posture-inReal.
The first dataset, Driving-Posture-atNight, was recorded using a UWISH UC-H7225
infrared camera at night under low illumination conditions. Similar to SEU dataset, ten male
and ten female participants performed the same four pre-defined postures, namely normal
driving, operating the shift gear, eating/smoking, and responding a cell phone. All frames
were extracted and manually labeled. Some examples are shown in Fig.5.4. They are divided
into three subsets, that is, training set, validation set, and test set, with 24210, 1000, and 4200
samples, respectively.
To further evaluate the system performance in more realistic condition, the second dataset,
Driving-Posture-inReal, was recorded using a Philips CVR300 car driving recorder. It was
side-mounted in front window of a family car. In the dataset creation, five experienced drivers
drove the car in turn on city road. The drivers were required to conduct two activities while
driving, that is, eating cookies and responding cellphone calls. All frames were extracted and
manually labeled into four classes as previous. Some examples are shown in Fig.5.4. They
are divided into three subsets, that is, training set, validation set, and test set, with 14230,
1000, and 2500 samples, respectively.
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Fig. 5.3 Example images of from the Driving-Posture-atNight dataset. Column 1: normal
driving; Column 2: operating the shift gear; Column 3: eating or smoking; Column 4:
responding a cell phone
Fig. 5.4 Example images of from the Driving-Posture-inReal dataset. Column 1: normal
driving; Column 2: operating the shift gear; Column 3: eating or smoking; Column 4:
responding a cell phone
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5.3 Deep Convolutional Neural Network Architecture
In this section , we will briefly overview the convolutional neural network architecture, with
appropriate explanation of each building block.
5.3.1 Overall Network Architecture
Fig. 5.5 The architecture of our unsupervised convolutional neural network. The network
contains three stages, each of which is consisted of convolution layer, non-linear activation
layer, local response normalization layer, and max-pooling layer. Only convolution and
max-pooling layers which change the data size during operating, are illustrated here.
The overall CNN architecture is shown in Fig.7.5. The network consists of three con-
volution stages followed by three fully connected layers. Each convolution stage includes
convolutional layer, non-linear activation layer, local response normalization layers and max
pooling layer. The non-linear activation layer and local response normalization layers were
not illustrated as data size was not changed in these two layers. Using shorthand notation,
the full architecture can be donated as C(12,5,1)-A˜-N-P-C(16,5,1)-A˜-N-P-C(20,4,1)-A˜-N-
P-FC(512)-A˜-FC(128)-A˜-FC(4)-A˜, where C(d,f,s) indicates a convolutional layer with d
filters of spatial size f × f , applied to the input with stride s. A˜ is the non-linear activation
function, which uses ReLU activation function [211]. FC(n) is a fully connected layer with
n output nodes. All pooling layers P use max-pooling in non-overlapping 2×2 regions and
all normalization layers N are defined as described in Krizhevsky et al. [200] and use the
same parameters: k = 2, n = 5, α = 10−4, β = 0.5. The final layer is connected to a softmax
layer with dense connections. The structure of the networks and the hyper-parameters were
empirically initialised based on the previous work [212] using ConvNets. A cross-validation
experiment was conducted to optimize the selection of network architecture, which will be
elaborated in section 7.2.2.
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5.3.2 Convolution Layer
The CNN is a biologically-inspired variant of the multi-layer perceptron (MLP), also known
as "shared weight" neural networks introduced by LeCun [196]. From Hubel and Wiesel’s
early works on the cat’s visual cortex [213], it is known that the visual cortex contains a
complex arrangement of cells. These cells are sensitive to small sub-regions of the visual
field, called a receptive field. The sub-regions are tiled to cover the entire visual field. These
cells act as local filters over the input space and are well-suited to exploit the strong spatially
local correlation present in natural images.
In the CNN architecture, the local receptive field (kernel or filter) is replicated across
the entire visual field to form a feature map, which is known as convolution operation. The
convolution operations share the same parameterization (weight vector and bias). Such a
sharing of weights reduces the number of free variables, while increasing the generalization
performance of the network. Weights (kernels or filters) are initialized as random and will be
learned to be edge, color, or specific patterns’ detectors.
The convolution operation is expressed as




wi j ∗ xi
)
(5.1)
where xi and y j are the i-th input feature map and the j-th output feature map, respectively.
wi j is the weights of the convolution filter. ∗ denotes the convolution operation. b j and
facti(·) is the bias and activation function of the j-th output feature map, respectively. The
non-linear activation function facti(•) is regarded as a single layer as opposite to a function
intergraded in convolution layer, and will be introduced in more details in the following.
5.3.3 Nonlinear Activation Layer
The convolution layer performs as a linear filter. To form a nonlinear complex model,
nonlinear activation functions are needed to be passed, which transforms the input value
nonlinearly to the output value of the neuron. Originally, sigmoidal activation functions
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(a) Sigmoid vs Tanh
(b) ReLU vs Softplus
Fig. 5.6 Plots of four activation functions
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Sigmoidal functions are bounded by minimum and maximum values as illustrated in
Fig.5.6a. The sigmoidal function has the so-called saturation problem. In a saturated neuron,
the gradient of the activation function approximates zero, which will diminish the gradient
flow [214] to the lower layers in the neural network. This causes either the error rate decays
or explodes exponentially to the lower layers, which making the training very slow.
Glorot et al. [211] proposed an alternative activation function, called rectifier linear
unit(ReLU), as in Eq5.4, and compared it with a softplus activation function [215], a smooth
version of the ReLU, as in Eq5.5.
ReLU(x) = max(x,0) (5.4)
so f t plus(x) = log(1+ ex) (5.5)
These two less saturated activation functions can be illustrated in Fig.5.6b. Recent CNN-
based approaches [200–203, 208, 209] applied the ReLU as the nonlinear activation function
for both convolution layer and full connection layer, generally with faster training speed as
reported by [200].
5.3.4 Pooling Layer
An output map with local feature is extracted by previous linear convolution, adding bias and
nonlinear activation. Due to the replication of weights in a convolutional layer, the detected
features may still sensitive to the precise positions of the input pattern, which is harmful
to the performance if it is followed by subsequent classification. To solve the problem, a
reasonable approach is to pool the features, which has three major advantage: (i)Pooling in
an efficient form of dimensionality reduction, which decreases feature maps’ resolution and
reduces computation for upper layers in CNN. It throws away unnecessary information and
only preserves the most critical information [216] , (ii)Pooling makes activations in a neural
network less sensitive to the specific structure of the neural network [217]. And it makes a
network less sensitive to the exact location of the pixels, which results a form of translation
invariance, (iii) Pooling summarizes the output of multiple neurons from convolutional layers
with the essence of taking nearby feature detectors and forming local or global ’bag of
features’ [216].
Typical pooling functions are average and maximum, generally with the name of average-
pooling (subsampling, downsampling, meanpooling) and max-pooling layers, as in Eq.5.6
and Eq.5.7, respectively.











where each neuron in the i-th output map yi pools over an s× s non-overlapping local region
in the i-th input map xi. Average pooling as the name suggest basically takes the arithmetic
mean of the elements in each pooling region while max-pooling selects the largest element
form the input.
5.3.5 Local Normalization Layer
There are two streams of normalization techniques being used in CNN architectures, including
local contrast normalization [218, 219] and local response normalization [200].
The local contrast normalization is to eliminate the higher-order statistical dependencies in
photographic images [220, 221], which is especially important in un-constrained environment
machine vision tasks. Inspired by computational neuroscience models [222, 223], the
local contrast normalization method was proposed as a layer in CNN architecture [218,
219]. Alternatively, Krizhevsky et al. [200] founds that their normalization method, local
response normalization, increases generalization and decreases error rates in the ImageNet
classification experiment. Denoting by xim,n the i-th input activity of a neuron after applying














where the sum ∑ runs over l "adjacent" kernel maps at the same spatial position, and L is
the total number of kernels in the layer. The constants k, l, α , and β are hyper-parameters
whose values are determined using a validation set. The ordering of the kernel maps
is arbitrary and determined before training begins. This sort of response normalization
implements a form of lateral inhibition inspired by the type found in real neurons, creating
competition for big activities amongst neuron outputs computed using different kernels. This
scheme bears some resemblance to the local contrast normalization scheme, but would be
more appropriately termed "brightness normalization", since no subtraction of the mean
activity involved. As the impressive performance of ImageNet benchmark classification
[200] and for fair comparison, the local response normalization is frequently used in recent
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CNN architechture [200–203, 208, 209]. Hence, we adopted a same normalization as in
Equ.5.8,with the same parameters as in [200].
5.3.6 Full Connection Layer
The four layers, convolution layer, nonlinear layer, pooling layer and normalization layer,
are combined hierarchically to form a convolution stage (block). Generally, the raw input
image will be passed through several convolution stages for extracting complex descriptive
features in conventional CNN architecture. In the output of topmost convolution stage, all
small-size feature maps are concatenated into a long vector. Such a vector plays the same
role as hand-coded features and it is fed to a full connection layer. A standard full connection
operation follows the conventional multiple layer perceptron (MLP), which can be expressed
as





where xi is the i-th neuron of a m-dimension input vector, y j is the j-th neuron of a n-
dimension output vector, w is a m×n weight matrix, b is called bias units which correspond
to the intercept term, and facti(·) is the activation function as introduced in section 5.3.3.
5.3.7 Output Layer
As the fully connected layers receive feature vector from the topmost convolution stage,
the output layer can generate a probability distribution over the output classes. Toward the
purpose, the output of the last fully-connected layer is fed to a K-way softmax (where K is
the number of classes) layer, which is same as a multi-class logistic regression. If we denote
by xi the i-th input to the output layer, then the probability of the i-th class, pi, is calculated







In this section, we first briefly outline the back-propagation algorithm for the CNN training.
Then the practically important issue, i.e., the pre-training, will be subsequently discussed.
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5.4.1 Learning through Back-propagation
In CNN training, the famous Back-propagation algorithm [224] is often used to propagate
errors in the network architecture. Training is composed of two steps: (i)feed forward the
training data through the network till the final output layer, and finally calculate the error or a
loss function value (ii)back propagate the error/loss layer by layer from top to bottom, and
update the weights in respective layers based on the back propagated errors.
An appropriate loss estimation for the output from the final layer is the cross-entropy
loss [225], which has faster training process than the conventional mean square error. In the





[t jlog(p j)+(1− t j)log(1− p j)] (5.11)
where x j and p j are the j-th input and output respectively as defined in section 5.3.7, K is the
number of output neurons (class) and t j is the j-th class’s one-per-class encoded target label.
When performing back propagation, the first step is to calculate the loss gradient by












1− p j ) · p
j(1− p j)
=
p j− t j
p j(1− p j) · p
j(1− p j)
= p j− t j (5.12)
where δ j is the loss gradient in the output layer, which will be back propagated to the topmost
full connection layer as an error.
In an l-th full connection layer, an error δ jl+1, is back propagated from an upper (l+1)-th






wi jl ·∆ facti(·)l ·δ jl+1 (5.13)
∆wi jl = xil ·∆ facti(·)l ·δ jl+1 (5.14)
where wi j is the m×n weight matrix, n and xil , is the total number of the output neuron and
input neuron when feed-forwarding,respectively. ∆ facti(·)l is the gradients of the nonlinearity
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activation function, the error δ il will be back propagated to the lower (l−1)-th layer. More
details about the CNN training procedure can be referred to [226].
5.4.2 Pre-training
CNN architecture strongly depends on large amounts of training data for good generalization.
When the amount of labeled training data is limited, directly training a high capacity CNN
from only a few thousand training images is problematic. Researches [227] have shown
an alternative solution to alleviate the CNN requirement, that is, choosing an optimised
starting point which can be pre-trained by transferring parameters replacement of random
initialization.
The first layer of many deep neural networks trained on natural images learns features
similar to Gabor filters and color blobs. It seems that the first-layer features appear not
to be dependant on a particular dataset or task, but general in that they are applicable to
common visual datasets and tasks. Therefore, an intuitive hypothesis was proposed in [228]
that features must eventually be transformed from general to specific layers by layers in
a conventional deep neural network, which may provides the theoretical support for the
pre-training by transferring parameters.
Fig. 5.7 The unsupervised pre-trained sparse filters of the first convolution layer
Following the guideline of pre-training methodology as discussed above, we introduce
the Sparse Filtering [210] to learn the filter in each convolution layer of our network. Sparse
filtering is an unsupervised feature learning algorithm which optimizes for the sparsity in the
feature distribution and avoids explicit modeling of the data distribution. Compared to other
unsupervised techniques such as Autoencoder [229], sparse coding [230] and Sparse RBMs
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[231, 194], sparse filtering is easy to implement and hyperparameter free. In experiment, we
randomly extracted patches with size 5×5 from the video dataset and the sparse filtering
method is utilized to learn the filters. The learnt filters of the first layer are shown in Fig.5.7.
As we expected, the filters mainly preserve the edge, point and junction information of the
driver. Fig.5.8 shows a testing error versus epoch, illustrating the effect of using pre-train.
From the figure, it is clear that pre-training improves convergence speed about 20 epoches.
Fig. 5.8 Improvement of using pre-train.
5.5 Experiment
In this section, we first introduce some implementation details in section 6.4.1. Then three
evaluation experiments to select the CNN structure, activation function, pooling method and
other hyper-parameters are presented in section7.2.2. The CNN model is applied to verify
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm on the SEU driving posture database and our
own driving posture database as described in section 5.5.3 and section 5.5.4. Finally, some
published approaches with hand-coded features are compared in section 5.5.6.
The SEU driving posture dataset contains twenty video clips. All experiment are con-
ducted using five-fold cross-validation. The original twenty videos are randomly divided into
five folds, each containing four video clips. In five-fold cross-validation , one of the folds is
retained for testing while the remaining four folds for training. The cross-validation process
will then be repeated five times, which means that each of the fold will be used exactly once
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as the testing data. In each training, 5% of the training data are randomly selected from
each driver as validation data. The selection of validation data is consistent with dataset
distribution.
5.5.1 Implementation Detail
We train our models using stochastic gradient decent with a batch size of 128 examples,
momentum of 0.6, and weight decay of 0.0005. The learning rate is initialized as 0.01 for
all trainable layers and adapted during training. How to adaptively control the learning rate
within a reasonable range is an important issue in CNN learning. A too small learning rate
makes the convergence rather slow, while a too big learning rate would make the network
parameters vibrated. We proposed an adaptive learning rate by monitoring the loss function
value and the validation error. We divide the learning rate by 2 if the loss value and validation
error stops decreasing. To further prevent possible overfitting, we apply dropout and data
augmentation as performed in [200].
The experiments were implemented on our GPU CNN package written in C++ language
based on NVIDIA CUDA and cuDNNv2. Our experiments are conducted on a NVIDIA
GTX Titan GPU and a 4-core Intel(R) Core i7-3770 3.40-GHz computer.
5.5.2 Architecture Selection
We conducted three experiments to select the network architectures, including convolu-
tion layer capacity, nonlinear activation function, and pooling method. Initially, a default
architecture was chosen, denoted as C(9,5,1)-A˜-N-P-C(12,5,1)-A˜-N-P-C(15,4,1)-A˜-N-P-
FC(512)-A˜-FC(128)-A˜-FC(4)-A˜ , with the notation meaning explained in section 6.3. Then
cross-validation was applied to optimize all the hyperparameters one by one.
Architecture Capacity
According to learning theory, if the architecture has too much capacity, it tends to overfit the
training data with poor generalization. If the model has too little capacity, it underfits the
training data, and both the training error and the test error are high. The capacity here means
(i)the depth of the deep convolutional neural networks, and generally stands for the number
of the repeated convolution stages, and (ii)the width of the network, which means the filter
numbers in each convolutional layer.
The depth mainly depends on the size of raw input image and the complexity of the task.
Compared to those 10,000 face image classification task [209], the complexity of our work is
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relatively lower. The original image is with size 480×640. To save computation resources,
we downsized the images to 120×160, without losing discriminative information to classify
the postures. We selected the filter size of 5×5 for first and second convolution layers ,and
the filter size of 4×4 for the third convolution layer. Each subsequent pooling layer uses a
non-overlapping 2×2 kernels which is same as most CNN-based approaches. Therefore,
the size of the output feature map is 12×17 after three stages of convolution as shown in
Fig.7.5. The selection is based on our empirical finding that the resolution of feature map is
small enough to terminate convolution.
With regard to the width of the network, we empirically set the filter size as 9, 12 and 15
in the three convolution layers, respectively. The subsequent pooling layers will decrease
resolution of the feature maps. To prevent the information from being lost too quickly,
the filter size will generally increased. Here, we setup experiment to compare with three
other groups of filter number, that is 6-8-10, 12-16-20 and 18-24-30, where the notation
of x-y-z means x number filters, y number filters and z number filters in the first, second
and third convolution layers, respectively. The validation error and testing error with epoch
are shown in Fig.5.9a and Fig.5.9b,respectively. From the figure, the network comparing
four combinations with different number of filters, converges since 10 epoches and is stable
after 20 epoches. However, the black dash line which stands for the filter number group of
12-16-20, exhibits a minor early convergence compared to other three groups. Hence, we
choose this group as our filter numbers in each convolution layer.
Nonlinear activation function and pooling method
In this section , we evaluate the nonlinear activation function and pooling method in the
CNN network. The ReLU has been reported faster convergence than conventional sigmoidal
functions, we re-implemented these activation functions, with the validation error with epoch
illustrated in Fig.7.6c. In the figure, we plot the first ten epoches, which demonstrates a
higher training speed of ReLU and softplus. ReLU has been reported with lower test error
than softplus in [211], which, however, has not been observed in our experiments.
Typical pooling methods includes average-pooling and max-pooling. Average pooling
method pools out the average value within a given reception field, while max-pooling method
pools out the max value. The validation error with epoch for these two pooling methods are




Fig. 5.9 Selecting filter numbers in each convolution layer
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(a) Validation error of four activation functions
(b) Validation error of two pooling method
Fig. 5.10 Selecting activation function and pooling method
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5.5.3 Evaluation with SEU Driving-Posture Database
With the selected architecture described above, we carried out experiments with convolutional
neural network for training and testing using the SEU dataset. The experiment procedure
is five-fold cross-validation. The first time result is illustrated in Fig.5.11. In Fig.5.11a,
the black line shows the global loss, the red line is the moving average of the black line
(yn = xn−1 +α × xn, where xn−1 is the global loss in (n− 1)-th epoch, yn is the moving
average result of global loss in (n)-th epoch, and α is the learning rate). The moving average
result of the global loss shows a clearer decreasing trend. In Fig.5.11b, the training error,
validation error and testing error are plotted in black, blue and red respectively. The training
error are evaluated every five epoches. The network is convergent after 250 epoches.
Table 5.1 Confusion matrix for the cross validation result
class pose1 pose2 pose3 pose4
pose1 99.47 0 0.53 0
pose2 0 100 0 0
pose3 0 0 100 0
pose4 0 0 0.45 99.55
After the five cross-validation experiments, to further evaluate the classification per-
formance, confusion matrix is used to visualize the discrepancy between the actual class
labels and predicted results from the classification. Confusion matrix gives the full picture at
the errors made by a classification model. The rows correspond to the known class of the
data, that is, the labels in the data. The columns correspond to the predictions made by the
model.The value of each of element in the matrix is the number of predictions made with
the class corresponding to the column,for example,with the correct value as represented by
the row. Thus, the diagonal elements show the number of correct classifications made for
each class, and the off-diagonal elements show the errors made. The confusion matrices
of the our results are shown in Table6.1. The accuracy for normal driving , operating shift
gear, eating/smoking, and responding a cellphone are 99.47%, 100%, 100% and 99.55%,
respectively.
From the confusion matrix, pose2 and post3 gain 100% classification accuracy, while
around 0.5% of pose1 and pose4 are misclassified to pose3. Fig 5.12 shows some misclassifi-
cation samples. In Fig5.12a, the hand position in misclassified pose1 is very close to mouth.
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(a) Loss value, α = 0.01
(b) Errors
Fig. 5.11 Plots of four activation functions
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(a) pose 1 misclassified to pose 3
(b) pose 4 misclassified to pose 3
Fig. 5.12 Misclassification Analysis
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This is the reason that they are misclassified to pose2(eating or smoking). In Fig5.12b, the
hand position is in the middle of head and string wheel. These samples do not belong to any
of our defined posture class. The error sample in pose 4 cause the misclassification.
5.5.4 Evaluation on the New Driving Posture Database
The SEU dataset was recorded under normal lighting conditions in a still vehicle. Low
illumination and other realistic driving conditions were not considered. We further evaluated
the effectiveness and generalization performance of our own driving posture database. It
consists of two separated datasets, namely, Driving-Posture-atNight and Driving-Posture-
inReal. The first one was recorded at night, while the second one was recorded in real driving
conditions. Experiments were conducted in the similar procedure as with the SEU dataset.
The confusion matrices of evaluation experiment on the Driving-Posture-atNight and the
Driving-Posture-inReal are shown in Table5.2 and Table5.3, respectively.
Table 5.2 Confusion matrix for experiment using Driving-Posture-atNight
class pose1 pose2 pose3 pose4
pose1 99.75 0 0.25 0
pose2 0 100 0 0
pose3 0 0 99.30 0.70
pose4 0 0 0.50 99.50
Table 5.3 Confusion matrix for experiment using Driving-Posture-inReal
class pose1 pose2 pose3 pose4
pose1 95.77 0 2.70 1.53
pose2 0.22 99.15 0.63 0
pose3 1.35 0.82 96.23 1.60
pose4 0.55 0 1.90 97.55
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5.5.5 Comparison with Other Methods
To provide a comprehensive performance evaluation, we conducted further experiments to
compare the proposed CNN approach with several conventional methods using hand-crafted
features. Specifically, the compared approaches include: (i) the method proposed in [192],
which represents the posture pattern by contourlet transform on skin region; (ii) the method
proposed in [232], which extracts feature using mutiwavelet transform method from skin
region; (iii) an classifier ensemble method [233]; (iv) Bayesian classifier approach [234]; (v)
PHOG descriptor [31] followed by Support Vector Machine, and (vi) SIFT descriptor [235]
followed by Support Vector Machine.
Table 5.4 Classification Accuracy compared with other six approaches
pose1 pose2 pose3 pose4 Avg.
Baseline[192] 97.70 87.55 85.95 89.30 90.63
WT[232] 97.52 92.77 88.99 83.02 89.23
RSE[233] 99.95 91.20 99.20 87.42 94.20
Bayes[234] 94.82 95.20 98.26 92.77 95.11
PHOG+SVM 99.83 88.71 89.12 73.20 91.56
SIFT+SVM 99.40 93.52 94.55 91.21 96.12
Proposed 99.47 100 100 99.55 99.78
For fair comparison, we re-implemented the methods proposed in [192, 232–234] and
carried out experiment on other two popular vision descriptor approaches [31, 235]. The
approach proposed in [192] and other three approaches [232–234] recognise driving postures
using hand and head position. These methods are sensitive to illumination conditions and
different race skin colors, which are located by skin color segmentation. In other two
approaches [31, 235], feature are extracted from the whole frame without any pre-processing.
The cross-validation experiment procedure was repreated in the same way as we did in
section 5.5.3. The results are shown in Table 5.4. It clearly demonstrates that our approach
outperforms all of the methods compared.
5.5.6 Discussion
The proposed CNN approach has been tested on the SEU database and our own database,
demonstrating the effectiveness in day time/night conditions and the generalization perfor-
mance in real driving environments. In the comparison experiment, the CNN model offers
better performance than other approaches with hand-engineered features. The end-to-end
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learning model is able to learn the temporal cues and discriminative representation from raw
images. However, there exists some limitations with the proposed method. First, training
takes days even it runs on GPUs. The algorithm takes high computation resource which
makes it difficult to be applied in some conditions with common hardware architecture, e.g.,
off-line embedded system. Second, training a CNN needs a large amount of unconstraint
data which is also difficult in some situations.
5.6 Conclusion
This chapter addresses the importance of automatic understanding and characterization of
driver behaviours in the scenario of reducing motor vehicle accidents, and presents a novel
system for vision-based driving behaviour recognition. We verified our approach on the
SEU driving dataset which includes postures of normal driving, operating the shift gear,
eating or smoking, and responding a cell phone. The proposed approach applied deep
convolutional neural network, which learns feature from raw image automatically. We have
described the details of each layer in our network and evaluated the selection of networks
architecture and hyper-parameters. The final results demonstrate better performance than
conventional approaches with hand-coded features, achieving an overall accuracy of 99.47%
on the SEU dataset, 99.3% on the Driving-Posture-atNight dataset, and 95.77% on the
Driving-Posture-inReal dataset.
Chapter 6
Recognizing Driver Inattention by
Convolutional Neural Network
Driver inattention have long been recognized as the main contributing factors in traffic
accidents. Development of intelligent driver assistance systems with embedded functionality
of driver vigilance monitoring is therefore an urgent and challenging task. This chapter
presents a novel system which applies convolutional neural network to automatically learn
and predict the state of driver’s eye, mouth and ear. The main idea is to predict driver fatigue
and distraction by analysing these states. In our works, a CNN model was trained with six
classes of labeled data. The Approach was verified using self-specified Driving Dataset,
which comprised of video clips covering six classes, including normal driving, responding to
a cell phone call, eating and smoking. Experiment shows our method achieves the promising
performance with a overall accuracy of 95.56%.
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, Face++ Research Toolkit [27] are first applied to localize the facial landmark
[28] on the driver’s face. Then, image patches including eye, mouth and ear are separately
segmented from the driver’s face based on landmark points. The convolutional neural
network architecture which aims at building high-level feature representation from low-
level input automatically with minimal domain knowledge of the problem, are followed to
represent and to recognise different statuses of eye, mouth and ear on image patches. These
statues can be therefore used to indicate driver physiological signals such as PERCLOS, eye
closure duration(ECD), blink frequency and yawing. Our work focus on the characterization
of statuses of eye, mouth and ear on image patches, with high-level features extracted
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hierarchically from raw input image. Each convolutional layer generates feature maps
using sliding filters on a local receptive field in the maps of the preceding layer (input or
max-pooling layer). The map sizes decrease layer by layer such that the extracted feature
becomes more complex and global. Then, the output is input to a fully connected multilayer
perceptron (MLP) classifier. The proposed approach was evaluated on a self-designed real
driving dataset, demonstrating promising performance.
The key contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
1. To recognise statuses of eye, mouth and ear, this chapter proposed to build a deep
convolutional neural network in which trainable filters and local neighborhood pooling
operations are applied alternatingly for automatically exploring salient features. Using
CNN to learn rich features from the training set is more generic and requires minimal
domain knowledge of the problem compared to hand crafted feature.
2. We proposed to applied Face++ Research Toolkit [27] to localize the facial landmark
[28] on the driver’s face, which is used to propose the region of eye, mouth and ear. It
is much robust under the effect of illumination variation and occlusion in real driving
condition than previous approaches.
3. The proposed approach was evaluated on on a self-designed driving dataset, with best
performance achieved with an overall accuracy of 95.56%.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 presents an overview of
our proposed method and the driving dataset creation, while Section 7.2.2 gives a detailed
introduction to the convolutional neural network. Section 7.4 reports the conducted evaluation
and the experiment results, followed by some conclusions presented in Section 7.5.
6.2 System Overview
The proposed driving inttention recognition system comprises three steps: (i)driver face
landmark localization and region segmentation (ii)train the network with six class of labeled
data, (iii) use the network to extract feature from input for classification . A schematic
illustrating the operation of the proposed driving inattention recognition system is shown in
Fig.6.1.
6.2.1 Driving Dataset Creation
To evaluate the proposed driving inattention recognition approach, a driving dataset was
recorded using a Philips CVR300 car driving recorder. It was mounted in front window of a
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Fig. 6.1 The frameworks of our method.
Fig. 6.2 Example images of from the driving dataset. Up left: Normal driving. Up right:
Sleepy. Bottom left: Eating. Bottom right: Responding a cell phone.
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family car. In the dataset creation, six participants pretend to drive the car. The drivers were
required to conduct three activities while driving, that is, falling asleep, eating cookies and
responding cellphone calls. Some frames extracted from the video are shown in Fig.6.2, they
are divided into four conditions including:
1. normal driving (up left)
2. falling asleep (up right)
3. eating (bottom left)
4. responding a cell phone (bottom right)
The driving activities can be recognise through analysing the state of eye, mouth and
ear. In order to robust propose the region of of eye, mouth and ear, Face++ Research Toolkit
[27] are applied to localize the facial landmark [28] on the driver’s face. Some examples
are shown in Fig.6.3. Then, image patches including eye, mouth and ear are separately
segmented from the driver’s face based on landmark points. The eye patches are manually
labeled into two classes, that is, eye open and eye close. Some examples are show in Fig.6.4.
The mouth patches are manually labeled into two classes, that is, mouth normal and mouth
eating. Some examples are show in Fig.6.5. The ear patches are manually labeled into two
classes, that is, ear normal and responding cellphone. Some examples are show in Fig.6.6.
6.3 Deep Convolutional Neural Network Architecture
The overall convolutional net architecture is shown in Fig.7.5. The network consists of
three convolution stages followed by three fully connected layers. Each convolution stage
includes convolutional layer, non-linear activation layer, local response normalization layers
and max pooling layer. The non-linear activation layer and local response normalization
layers were not illustrated in Fig.7.5 as data size was not changed in these two layers. Using
shorthand notation, the full architecture is C(12,5,1)-A˜-N-P-C(16,5,1)-A˜-N-P-C(20,4,1)-A˜-
N-P-FC(512)-A˜-FC(128)-A˜-FC(4)-A˜, where C(d,f,s) indicates a convolutional layer with d
filters of spatial size f × f , applied to the input with stride s. A˜ is the non-linear activation
function, which uses ReLU [211] activation function. FC(n) is a fully connected layer with
n output nodes. All pooling layers P use max-pooling in non-overlapping 2× 2 regions
and all normalization layers N are defined as described in Krizhevsky et al. [200] and
use the same parameters: k = 2, n = 5, α = 10−4, β = 0.5. The final layer is connected
to a softmax layer with dense connections. The structure of the networks and the hyper-
parameters were empirically initialised based on previous works using ConvNets, then
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Fig. 6.3 Example images with landmarks. Up left: Normal driving. Up right: Sleepy. Bottom
left: Eating. Bottom right: Responding a cell phone.
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(a) Eye Open
(b) Eye Close
Fig. 6.4 Samples of Eye Region
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(a) Mouth Normal
(b) Mouth Eating
Fig. 6.5 Samples of Mouth Region
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(a) Ear Normal
(b) Responding Cellphone
Fig. 6.6 Samples of Ear Region
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Fig. 6.7 The architecture of our unsupervised convolutional neural network. The network
contains three stages, each of which is consisted of convolution layer, non-linear activation
layer, local response normalization layer, and max-pooling layer. Only convolution and
max-pooling layers which change the data size during operating, are illustrated here.
we setup cross-validation experiment to optimize the selection of network architecture in
section7.2.2.
6.4 Experiment
In this section, we first conduct three evaluation experiments to select the CNN structure,
activation function, pooling method and other hyperparameters in section7.2.2. Then the
CNN model is applied to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm on the driving
database in section6.4.2.
6.4.1 Implementation Detail
We train our models using stochastic gradient decent with a batch size of 128 examples,
momentum of 0.6, and weight decay of 0.0005. The learning rate is initialized as 0.01 for
all trainable layers and adapted during training. How to adaptively control the learning
rate in a reasonable value is an important issue in CNN learning. A too small learning rate
makes the convergence rather slow, while a too big learning rate would make the network
parameters vibrated. We proposed a adaptive learning rate by monitoring the loss function
value and the validation error. To further prevent possible overfitting, we apply dropout and
data augmentation as performed in [200].
The experiments were implemented on our GPU CNN package in C++ language based
on NVIDIA CUDA and cuDNNv2. Our experiments are conducted on a NVIDIA GTX Titan
GPU and a 4-core Intel(R) Core i7-3770 3.40-GHz computer.
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6.4.2 Experiment
The experiment is conducted using five-fold cross-validation as told previously. The cross-
validation process will then repeated five times. The training data are tested as a whole each
five epoches and we stop to test training error after 210 epoches. The network is convergence
after 250 epoches.
Table 6.1 Confusion matrix for the cross validation result
class EyeOpen EyeClosed MouthNormal MouthEating EarNormal RespondingCellPhone
EyeOpen 99.47 0.53 0 0 0 0
EyeClosed 0 100 0 0 0 0
MouthNormal 1.78 0 98.22 0 0 0
MouthEating 0 0 0.45 99.55 0 0
EarNormal 0 0 0 0 95.56 4.44
RespondingCellPhone 0 0 0 0 2.51 97.49
After we repeated five cross-validation experiments, to further evaluate the classification
performance, confusion matrix is used to visualize the discrepancy between the actual class
labels and predicted results from the classification. Confusion matrix gives the full picture at
the errors made by a classification model. The confusion matrix shows how the predictions
are made by the model. The rows correspond to the known class of the data, that is, the labels
in the data. The columns correspond to the predictions made by the model.The value of each
of element in the matrix is the number of predictions made with the class corresponding to
the column,for example,with the correct value as represented by the row. Thus, the diagonal
elements show the number of correct classifications made for each class, and the off-diagonal
elements show the errors made. The confusion matrices of the our results are shown in
Table6.1. The accuracy for six states of eye, mouth and ear are 99.47%, 100%, 98.22%,
99.55%, 95.56% and 97.49% respectively.
6.5 Conclusion
This chapter addresses the importance of automatic understanding and recognition of driver
inattention in the scenario of reducing motor vehicle accidents, and presents a novel system
for vision-based driving inattention recognition. We verify our approach on a driving dataset.
The proposed approach applied deep convolutional neural network, which learns feature from
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raw image automatically. The final results demonstrate promising performance, achieving an




Identification by Convolutional Neural
Network
Gait is a biometric feature that can be measured remotely without physical contact and
proximal sensing. The research of gait recognition is strongly motivated by the demands of
security that require automatically identifying person at a distance. This chapter proposes a
robust and effective gait recognition approach using convolutional neural networks(CNNs)
and multi-task learning model(MTL). Firstly, we extract Gait Energy Image(GEI) from each
walking period as the low level input for the CNNs. We train our multi-task CNN model
through back-propagation using a joint loss of each task. Then, the high-level features for
multiple tasks could be extracted simultaneously with the given input. Generally, there are
two major advantages of our method:(i) Semantic features are learned via CNNs, which
requires minimal domain knowledge of the problem, (ii) multi-attributes learning for CNN
model improves the gait identification accuracy and increase the convergence speed for
training. The performance of our design is verified on CASIA gait database B, achieved
over 95.88% high accuracy for each task. The proposed method is also compared with the
state-of-art approaches using CASIA gait database A and OU-ISIR Treadmill dataset A,
demonstrated competitive performance. To the authors’ best knowledge, this is the first time
that multi-attributes based gait identification is proposed.
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7.1 Introduction
In a real world application, a satisfactory gait identification is a highly challenging task due
to: (i) exterior factors such as clothing, shoes, carrying objects, and environmental context;
(ii)the subject’s physical and mental factors, e.g., walking speed, leg injury, drunkenness,
illness, fatigue, pregnancy, etc; (iii) observation factors including occlusions in the scene,
variations in viewpoint, shape distortions due to carrying conditions, shadows under feet and
uneven ground.
In the past few years, many researches [100, 121, 123, 7, 110, 112, 124] on human gait
recognition have been conducted. Generally, these approaches are highly problem dependent.
Specifically, most methods use hand-crafted features from raw data with certain assumptions
about the circumstances under which the data was taken. It cannot reach an optimal balance
between robustness and discriminative. Especially for human gait recognition, the appearance
may be dramatically different for a same person in terms of their exterior factors, subject’s
condition factors and observation factors. Thus, gait identification is still a challenging task
in the real-world application.
In recent years, with respect to feature matters, there has been a growing interest in deep
learning models [194–196], such. They are a class of machines that can build multiple layers
of feature hierarchies and automatically learn high-level features from low-level ones. The
feature representation hence become more generic since the construction process is fully
automated. Such learning machines can be trained using either supervised or unsupervised
method, and the they have been shown competitive performance in speech recognition [197,
198, 236], brain electroenceephalogram (EEG) signal recognition[237], natural language
sentences recognition [199], visual classification task[200–203], visual detection task[238,
204], and other visual task[239, 205–209]. One of the most used deep learning models is,
the Convolutional Neural Network architecture(CNN) [196, 200], a bio-inspired hierarchical
multilayered neural network able to learn visual patterns directly from the image pixels
without any pre-processing step. It provides a level of invariance to shift, scale and rotation
as the local receptive field allows the neuron or processing unit access to elementary features
such as oriented edges or corners. Hence, in this chapter, we use CNN to identify human gait
via learning rich features from the data, which hasn’t been applied in human gait identification
yet to the best knowledge of author.
Further more, recent works [240–242] on visual recognition that applying convolutional
neural network(CNN) with multi-task learning demonstrated improved performance than
standalone task. Multi-task model is a machine learning approach that jointly trains one
task together with other related tasks at the same time sharing the same lower feature layers,
which uses the commonality among tasks and therefore learns shared feature representation
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benefits all tasks. Since the difficulties in human gait identification are mainly caused by the
multi factor’s effects, it is very natural to use multi-tasks learning to simultaneously identify
the multiple attributes of the gait. Thus, this chapter aims to investigates a convolutional
neural network model for identifying the human gait while simultaneously predicting other
human attributes at same time.
As above, in the context of (i)to extract semantic features for gait representation with
minimal domain knowledge of the problem, (ii)to produce more attributes information along
with the person identification, this chapter propose a human gait identification method,
where convolutional neural network model and multi-task learning model(MLT)are used.
The proposed design is evaluated on the CASIA gait database A (CASIA-A), CASIA gait
database B (CASIA-B) and OU-ISIR Treadmill dataset A, achieved competitive performance
on accuracy. The key contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
1. To identify human gait, this chapter aims to build a CNN model to automatically extract
semantic features. The proposed model training requires minimal domain knowledge
of the problem compared to manually designed feature in previous approaches.
2. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first approach that using MTL to investigate
how human gait can be identified together with other auxiliary tasks. The approach is
verified on CASIA gait database B, CASIA gait database A and OU-ISIR Treadmill
dataset, demonstrating promising performance. Generally, our proposed method
outperformed the state-of-art methods on the gait recognition while the attributes
information are acquired along with the person identification.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 presents an overview of our
proposed multi-attributes gait identification, including the subsection 7.2.1 for introducing
the data preprocessing and subsection 7.2.2 for describing the architecture of the CNN model.
Section 7.3 introduces training details, including multi-task learning, regularization rules
and implementation details. Section 7.4 reports the conducted evaluation and the experiment
results, this is followed by some conclusions presented in Section 7.5.
7.2 System Overview
The general workflow of our design can be summarised into following steps: 1)low level gait
sequences description, 2) high level feature representation and attributes identification:
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Step 1 Pre-processing Extracting the low level feature representation of each piece of
human gait silhouette sequence, where the Gait Energy Image (GEI) [100] is used GEI is a
compact representation method for preserving spatial-temporal information of human gait,
which has been demonstrated robust performance as a low level feature and widely used in
many recent human identification approaches [100, 243–246, 121, 123], the detailed will be
introduced in the section 7.2.1.
Step 2 High level feature representation CNN models will be used to extract high-level
features from the low level GEI input. The CNN model is constructed with several layers.
Each layer generates feature maps using sliding filters (kernals) on a local receptive field in
the maps of the preceding layer. Thus the feature map will be processed and feeded forward
layer by layer. At the end stage, the multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) are applied classifier
are assigned separately to each task , where the features that feeded from earlier stage will
be used to identify the gait attributes. The detail of our CNN model architecture will be
introduced in 7.2.2.
Step 3 gait attributes identification With a given input gait, it will be firstly translated to
the low level features, then it will feed forward the trained CNN model to extract the high
level features. Finally the gait attributes will be identified .
A overview of proposed multi-attributes gait identification system is shown in Fig.7.1
7.2.1 Pre-processing: Low Level Feature Extraction
Previously, majority approaches in gait recognition derive representation from human
silhouette[119–124], aiming appearance invariant to identify human gait. The well-known
Gait Energy Image(GEI) have been demonstrated powerful performance[98, 113, 100, 114,
115, 117, 118, 121–123] in representing human gaits. For a given gait silhouette sequence,








where N is the total number of frames in the sequence, and x and y are values in the 2D
image coordinate. GEI reflects gait rhythm by holding several key information of human
gait including motion frequency, temporal and spatial changes of human body, and global
body shape statistic. Hence, we use GEI as low level input feature map to our CNN model.
Besides, the completed walking cycle(s) were determined as the periodic motion essence of
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Fig. 7.1 The frameworks of our method.
gait, where the normalization and autocorrelation method[118] are applied to analysis the
gait period. Fig.7.2 shows some examples of GEIs from various subjects under various views
on the CASIA-B.
7.2.2 Multi-Task Convolutional Neural Network: High Level Feature
Extraction
In this section , we will firstly introduce the overall view of our CNN model and then describe
how we select the architecture.
Overall of the network
The CNN models are constructed with several layers, where each layer has maps and
parameters. As shown in Fig 7.3,the maps of each layer would be calculated according to
this layer’s parameter and the maps of the previous layer, since its input maps are the output
maps of previous layer.
Generally, a CNN model includes following important components:
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Fig. 7.2 Examples of gait energy images (GEIs).
inMap layer outMap
parameters
Fig. 7.3 Structure of a layer
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Convolutional layer The purpose of convolutional layer is to extract the local patterns. It
is parameterized by following factors: the number of maps, the kernel sizes and stride. In
this approach, we denotes C(d, f ,s) to represent a convolutional layer, where d is the number
of feature maps, f is the kernel size and s is the stride. For instance, C(10,5,1) means the
convolutional layer have 10 maps with vernal size 5 and the stride is 1. The size of output
are determined by the size of input, the kernel size and the stride.
Non-linear activation function The convolutional layer works as a linear filter. In order to
form a nonlinear complex model. The nonlinear activation function would be added with the
convolutional layer. The common activation function includes tanh, sigmod, relu, so f plus,
etc. Here is an example of activation functions shown in Fig 7.4.



















Fig. 7.4 An example of non-linear activation function
Max-pooling layer The purpose of Pooling layer is to subsample the feature maps and
reduce the resolution. The reason is that those features extracted from convolutional layer
have precise positions. It maybe harmful for following procedure, e.g. classifying since
different training instances with the same label have different precise positions. Inspired by
[200, 209], the max-pooling method is used in this approach
Normalization The normalization operation is able to give the trained model a better
generalization. Inspired by [200], the local response normalization (LRN) is applied for
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where the summation operates over a l “adjacent” kernel maps at the same spatial position
m,n, and N is the total number of kernels in the layer. In this approach, we followed [200]
use the empirical parameters: k = 2, n = 5, α = 10−4, β = 0.5.
Fullly connected layer The previous operations in convolution layer, nonlinear activa-
tion, normalization and pooling layer could be defined as a large convolutional stage. The
input has been converted to lots of low-resolution feature maps. In full link layer, these small
size feature maps are concatenated in to a long vector, where such a vector plays a same
role as those manually designed features. Then, the long vector is fed to a one-hidden-layer
neural network, which works similar as linear regression. After that, an nonlinear activation
function is applied to finally form the output feature map.
Output layer - Multiple layer perception (MLP) The final stage of the model is MLPs.
Each MLP is corresponding to an attribute identification task, e.g. Subject, Probe Scene (the
wearing conditions), Probe view, etc. A softmax function will be added to each MLP to
finally predict the attributes.
The structure of the networks and the hyper-parameters were empirically initialised
based on the training data and previous works using CNNs, then we setup cross-validation
experiment to optimize the selection of network architecture in section 7.2.2.
Architecture Selection
The overall CNN architecture is shown in Fig.7.5. The network consists of three convolution
stages followed by one fully connected layers. Each convolution stage includes convolutional
layer, non-linear activation function, local normalization and pooling layer. The lower layers
are finally shared by N split layers, each of which is fulled connected with the topmost shared
layers. Each split layer is respected to one attribute identification task and contains several
additional fully connected layers with size 128. The size of split layer is k, which equals to
the class number in respected task.
In order to determine the parameters, we use the training data to do cross validation
experiment. We firstly set default values and choose the best one according to the cross
validation (CV) performance, which is shown in Fig 7.6.
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Fig. 7.5 The architecture of our convolutional neural network. (conv) stands for convolutional
layer, (nonl) stands for nonlinear activation function, (norm) stands for normalization and
(pool) stands for the max-pooling layer. The network contains three stages, each of which
is consisted of convolution layer, non-linear activation layer, local response normalization
layer, and max-pooling layer. Only convolution and max-pooling layers which change the
data size during operating, are illustrated here.
Table 7.1 Architecture of our CNN
Layer Type Feature maps and Size Kernel
1 Input 1 map with 124×124 neurons
2 Convolution C1(24,11,1) 24 maps with 114×114 neurons 11×11
3 Max pooling 24 maps with 57×57 neurons 2×2
4 Convolution C2(32,6,1) 32 maps with 52×52 neurons 6×6
5 Max pooling 32 maps with 26×26 neurons 2×2
6 Convolution C3(40,5,1) 40 maps with 22×times22 neurons 5×5
7 Max pooling 40 maps with 11×times11 neurons 2×2
8 Fully connection 512 neurons
Task 1 Task 2 Task 3
9 Fully connection 128 neurons 128 neurons 128 neurons
10 Softmax output 124 neurons 11 neurons 3 neurons
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(a) Cross validation to evaluate six group of map numbers
(b) Cross validation for six group of filter size
(c) Cross validation error of four activation functions
Fig. 7.6 Architecture selection
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Max-pooling layer The parameter of max-pooling layer is chosen empirically based on
the input GEI image size and the conditional layer at same convolutional stage.
Kernel numbers in convolutional layer With respect to the width of the network. The
pooling layer which follows the convolution layer, will decrease resolution of the feature
map. To prevent the information from being lost too quickly, the filter size will generally
increased. Here, we setup experiment to compare with six groups of filter number. The
validation testing error with epoch are shown in Fig.7.6a. From the figure, the red line which
stands the filter number group of 24-32-40, has the least testing error. Hence, we choose this
group as our filter numbers in each convolution layer.
Kernel size in in convolutional layer According to learning theory, if the architecture
has too much capacity, it tends to overfit the training data and has poor generalization. We
first evaluate the filter size by comparing six empirically selected group of kernel size. The
average result of cross validation among the six group of filter size is plotted in Fig.7.6b. We
select the filter size of 11-6-5 for the network as its lowest CV error.
Activation Function Selection. After the convolutional layer parameters are determined,
the ReLU has been reported faster convergence than others in next step CV test, where the
result is shown in Fig.7.6c. From the figure, the network is not convergence using softplus or
sigmoid activation function in a learning rate of 0.01 within the observed epoches due to the
diminishing gradient flow [214]. While the ReLU makes the convergence faster and yield a
better performance as reported in most recent CNN approaches.
After the cross validation experiment, the parameters chosen in our final architecture are
listed in Table 7.1.
7.2.3 Pre-train
By plain supervised gradient descent with sufficient annotated training data, learning Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (CNN) that contains millions of parameters , have been demonstrated
competitive performance for visual recognition tasks [200–203, 208, 209] when starting from
a random initialization. However, CNN architecture has a property that it strongly depends on
large amounts of training data for good generalization. When the amount of labeled training
data is limited, directly training a high capacitor CNN from only a few thousand training
images is problematic. For example, applying CNN on tasks such as video classification
and human gait classification, the performance may suffers from limited datasets. However,
researches [227, 247] have shown an alternative solution to compensate the property of
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CNN, that is, choosing a optimised stating point which can be pre-trained by transferring
parameters either supervised or unsupervised, as opposite to random initialized start.
The scheme of pre-training a deep convolutional neural network by transferring param-
eters may not a tricked solution but a nature essence, which can be considering inspired
by a curious phenomenon. The first layer of many deep neural networks trained on natural
images learns features similar to Gabor filters and color blobs. This phenomenon occurs in
different datasets and training objectives, including supervised image classification [200],
unsupervised density learning [248], and unsupervised learning of sparse representations
[249]. It seems that the first-layer features appear not to be a particular dataset or task,
but general in that they are applicable to common visual datasets and tasks. Therefore, an
intuitive hypothesis is given[228] that features must eventually transition from general to
specific layers by layers from bottom to top in a conventional deep neural network, which
may provides the theoretical support for the pre-training by transferring parameters.
With respect to the study on pre-train. Erhan et al. [227] empirically explored the
influence of pre-training, (i) confirming the advantage of unsupervised pre-training which
guides the learning towards basins of attraction of minima that support better generalization
from the training data set, (ii) supporting the regularization explanation for the effect of
pre-training. Yoshinski et al.[228] proposed two negatively affection issues in transferability
among different tasks and also documented that pre-train is always better for the target task
even from distant base tasks compared to random initialization. Oquab et al.[250] transferred
the parameters from ImageNet classification[200] and fine-tuned on PASCAL VOC 2007 and
2012, demonstrating significantly improved by transferred representation. Alternatively, as
lack of near base task and small volume of available target tasks, Simonyan et al.[202] applied
multi-task learning for two target tasks. demonstrating (i) an effect method to increase the
amount of training data, (ii) improved performance on both tasks and (iii) better performance
than pre-training on one target task and fine-tuning on another target task.
As above, we summarise two reasons for pre-training our deep ConvNet as opposite to
starting from random initialization, (i)to speed up the training procedure to reach a satisfying
convergence point (ii) to compensate the small volume of current available gait dataset for
better generalization and performance. We setup experiment to evaluate different options
of pre-training. Here we regarded CASIA-B gait dataset as our target dataset,and CASIA-
A,CASIA-C and OU-ISIR-Treadmill A as our base dataset. We evaluate four different
options of pre-train as follow:
1. use CASIA-C and OU-ISIR-Treadmill to fine-tune the network one by one, which is
pre-trained using CASIA-A firstly.
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2. Assume there is no human overlapping among the base datasets, and simply add these
base datasets together to form a super base dataset for pre-training.
3. Unsupervised pre-train the network using sparse filter[210] based on the base datasets,
which is easy to implement and hyperparameter-free compared to other unsupervised
training scheme.
4. pre-train the network using multi-task scheme, the shared representation is connected
to five softmax layers, each of which is respected to one of the base database and
equipped with its own loss function. The overall training loss is computed as the sum
of the individual tasks’ losses.
Table 7.2 Evaluation on pre-train options
Pre-train setting Accuracy
Training on CASIA-B without pre-train 92.20
Pre-trained on all base datasets one by one 94.12
Pre-trained on the super base dataset 94.66
Unsupervised pre-trained using sparse filter 93.33
Multi-task pre-training 95.17
The results are reported in Table7.2. As expected, it is beneficial to pre-train a ConvNets
and transfer the parameters to the target task. Among the four options of pre-train method,
multi-task learning performs the best, as it allows the training procedure to exploit all
available training data simultaneously, which is identical to the conclusion in [202].
7.3 Training
We developed our CNN model in C++ language based on NVIDIA CUDA and cuDNNv2.
Our experiments are conducted on a NVIDIA GTX Titan GPU and a 4-core Intel(R) Core
i7-3770 3.40-GHz computer.
Back-Propagation(BP). We use BP algorithm to train our CNN model. We use cross-





[t j log(p j)+(1− t j)log(1− p j)] (7.3)
where, p j is the probability output of jth class, k is the total number of class, and t j is the
corresponding one-hot training label.
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Multi-task Learning. In our experiment, given a low-level visual feature space together
with attribute- and identity-labeled image data, we learn a feature subspace for all labeling
tasks based on a joint loss function that favors common sparsity. When multi-task learning is






where N is the total number of task, αi is the i-th task linear weights and Li is the i-th task
loss. The optimization process alternates between regularizing towards shared features, and
retraining task-specific classifiers based on those features.
Regularization method. With respect to prevent overfitting, we apply dropout and data
augmentation as performed in [200].
Implementation Detail. We train our models using stochastic gradient decent with a batch
size of 128 examples, momentum of 0.6, and weight decay of 0.0005. The learning rate is
initialized as 0.01 for all trainable layers and adapted during training. Control the learning
rate in a reasonable value is important. A too small learning rate makes the convergence
rather slow, while a too big learning rate makes the network not converge. Inspired by [200],
we monitor the loss function value and the validation error, and decay the learning rate
manually during training.
7.4 Experimental Result
The CASIA gait database B is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. The
experiments are designed for two scenarios. The first scenario is to evaluate our model’s
performance and make comparison with the state-of-art methods. The second scenario is
to analysis the characteristics of our multi-task CNN. The performance of the multi-task
learning will be analyze and compared with single task learning. Moreover, the difference of
model training using GPU and CPU are also shown.
7.4.1 Evaluation of Multi-task Gait Identification on CASIA-B Gait
Database
In CASIA gait database B, it contains 124 subjects, while view angle and extra walking
conditions are two variants for each action pieces. The view angle uniformly varies from
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Fig. 7.7 The average performance of multi-task learning on CASIA-B for all three tasks.
0°to 180°which totally contains 11 classes. The walking conditions are divided into three
categories: walking with a coat(cl), walking with a bag(bg), and normally walking without
anything(nm). We therefore connect three multi-layer perceptron(MLP) to one shared low
layers of convolutional neural networks, which are used to predict subject identity, view
angle and walking scene respectively. The networks are trained through back-propagation by
the joint loss of three tasks. We set an equivalent linear weight Li to 1N for each task as in
Equ.7.4.
We choose a standard experimental procedures, namely, holdout approach to verify the
experiment performance. In the holdout experiment, as each subject walked 10 times in the
scene (6 nm + 2 cl + 2 bg), we randomly hold out one from six nm scene , one from two cl
scene and one from two bg scene , that is , a total of (1+1+1)×11×124 = 4092 videos
for testing. the remained are used as training data. The overall performance are shown in
Fig.7.7. The average accuracy of identifying subject, predicting view and predicting scene
are 95.88%, 98.67% and 96.31%, respectively.
The detailed performance of three tasks in different probe view are illustrated in Fig.7.8.It
is observed that subject identification task has higher accuracy in the probe view of 180°, 0°,
18°and 36°than other views, which means gait is easier to identity in front view than lateral
view. However, scene is easier to predict in lateral view than front view. Fig.7.9 shows the
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(a) 0° (b) 18° (c) 36°
(d) 54° (e) 72° (f) 90°
(g) 108° (h) 126° (i) 144°
(j) 162° (k) 180°
Fig. 7.8 The performance of multi-task learning on CASIA-B from all the 11 views. The
probe viewing angles are (a) 0°, (b) 18°, (c) 36°, (d) 54°, (e) 72°, (f) 90°, (g) 108°, (h) 126°,
(i) 144°, (j) 162°, and (k) 180°respectively.
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(a) nm (b) cl (c) bg
Fig. 7.9 The performance of multi-task learning on CASIA-B from all the 3 scenes. The
probe scenes are (a) nm, (b) cl, and (c) bg respectively.
performance of multi-task learning on CASIA-B from all the 3 scenes. The cl and bg scene
attribute yield a negative effect to all tasks, especially for subject identification task.
Fig. 7.10 Performance on CASIA-B: Multi-task v.s. Single-task
To further analysis the effect of multi-task learning, we compare our proposed model
with a single gait identification task CNN, where the same distribution of training, validation
and testing data are used. The result of training convergence is shown in Fig.7.10, the gait
identification in single task is donated as black dash line, while the the gait identification(main
task), view prediction and scene prediction in multi-task learning is donated as red line, pink
dash line and blue dash line respectively. Comparing the red line with black dash line, the
multi-task learning terminates at 92th epoch due to 0 training error while single-task learning
terminates at 97th epoch also by 0 training error. Compared with the single task scheme,
the result shows that multi-task learning is able to increase the convergence speed for model
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training. Besides,the multi-task learning reduces the test error of gait identification task by
1.87% in the experiment. Hence, both the convergence speed and identification accuracy are
benefitted from exploiting multi attribute description.
In addition, we have also evaluated the time cost for 1 epoch in the model training. For
CPU training, it was implemented in parallel with 4-core 8-thread i7-3770 3.40-GHz CPU,
and for GPU training, it was implemented with a NVIDIA GTX Titan GPU. The result of
average training time for 1 epoch is shown in Fig 7.11
Fig. 7.11 Comparison of training time for 1 epoch on CASIA-B: GPU v.s. CPU
7.4.2 Comparison with State-of-art Methods
Finally, we compare our design with state-of-are methods using CASIA-B. In addition, we
evaluate our multi-task gait identification approach using other two gait database including
CASIA-A gait databse and OU-ISIR treadmill dataset A(speed variation).
Comparison of Performance using CASIA-B
The proposed method is further compared with existing methods, under changes of scene,
that is walking with a coat(cl), walking with a bag(bg), and normally walking without
anything(nm). The comparison among best reported results are shown in Table.7.3. The
proposed method significantly outperforms other existing method under each probe scene
(subject wearing conditions).
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Table 7.3 Comparisons with other existing methods under changes of clothing and carrying
condition
Gallery-Probe nm bg cl Avg
LF+AVG[251] 71.4 63.1 60.7 65.1
LF+DTW[251] 61.9 17.9 0.0 26.6
LF+oHMM[251] 63.8 31.8 21.4 39.0
LF+iHMM[251] 94.0 64.2 57.1 71.8
GEI+PCA+LDA[99] 90.5 3.6 3.6 32.6
GPPE[252] 93.4 62.2 55.1 70.2
GEnI[253] 92.3 65.3 55.1 70.9
STIP [6] 94.5 81.5 82.3 86.1
The proposed 99.4 97.8 94.2 97.1
Comparison of Performance using CASIA-A
The CASIA gait database A [7] includes 20 subjects, each of which contains three views,
namely frontal (0°), oblique (45°) and lateral (90°) views. We setup a two-task experiment
including subject identification and view prediction. Fig.7.12, illustrates the comparison
result with other six methods using their best reported performance, including 3D deformation
[1], 2D polar-plane [2], Neural network [3], PSC-PSA [4], Partial silhouette [5] and STIP
[6]. Although, the performance of proposed method is limited by the amount of training data,
it still demonstrated a competitive performance.
Comparison of Performance using Treadmill dataset A
The OU-ISIR gait database: Treadmill dataset A [254] contains six different walking speeds
from 2 to 7 km/h with 1 km/h interval. A total of 34 subjects are used in this experiment. We
setup a two-task experiment including subject identification and walking speed prediction. In
Fig.7.13, the best reported average performance of subject identification is compared with
other six methods including PSA [7], FD [8], MHI-HOG [9], GEI-HOG [10], TAMHI [11]
and STIP [6]. The proposed method significantly outperforms other existing methods.
7.5 Conclusion
This chapter proposed a novel approach to identify human gait and predict multiple attributes
using CNN and multi-task learning model. The approach was evaluated on the CASIA-B
public gait benchmark dataset, achieving over 95% accuracy for each task. To the authors’s
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Fig. 7.12 Performance on CASIA-A: Best reported subject identification accuracy is com-
pared with other six approaches including 3D deformation [1], 2D polar-plane [2], Neural
network [3], PSC-PSA [4], Partial silhouette [5] and STIP [6].
Fig. 7.13 Performance on Treadmill dataset A: Best reported subject identification accuracy
is compared with other six approaches including PSA [7], FD [8], MHI-HOG [9], GEI-HOG
[10], TAMHI [11] and STIP [6].
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best knowledge, this is the first time that multi-attributes learning are applied to gait identifi-
cation. The experimental result shows that our method generally outperform the state-of-art
methods in the perspective of accuracy and robustness. Besides, our design can also provides
more attributes information along with the identification. As the strength of the deep learning
model, it is able to achieve competitive performance while dealing with large data processing.
Thus, the performance of proposed method could be improved while dealing with large
amount of data. It has the potential to be implemented in the real world practice. Although
the model training requires large computational cost, the training process is offline and it can




In this chapter, a brief summary of the main contributions in this thesis is given below.
1. The driver distraction activities including operating the shift lever, talking on a cell
phone, eating, and smoking, are explored to be recognised under the framework of
human action recognition. Many published works on drivers’ posture based on static
images from drivers’ action sequence has the potential problem of confusion caused
by similar postures. It is very possible that two frames of vision-similar posture are
extracted from two completely different action image sequences. For example, the
moment/frame that a driver moves the cell phone across his or her mouth can be
confused as eating. Following the action definition in [29] which is based on the
combination of basic movements, we propose driving activity as space-time action
instead of static space-limited posture. (Chapter 3)
2. The proposal of a global grid-based representation for the driving actions, which is
a combination of the motion history image (MHI) [30] and pyramid histogram of
oriented gradients (POHG) [31], and the application of random forest classifier (RF)
for the driving actions recognition. (Chapter 3)
3. A two stage intensity normalization preprocessing technique to minimize the influence
from illumination variation. The first stage comprised a moving average method that
smoothed the intensity variation caused by periodic lighting change. The second stage
comprised application of the three frame difference method[32] to detect motion. For
the task of motion detection and segmentation in video, it was found that the proposed
two-stage pre-processing technique performed well in context of compensating for
noise and illumination variation in video data. (Chapter 4)
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4. A hierarchal classification system for driving behaviour recognition which considers
different sets of features at different levels. Hierarchical classification is specifically
intended for data where the features of interest can be arranged in a hierarchical
manner. As such it offers advantages in terms of learning and representation in
comparison to attempts to use "flat" classification techniques for the purposed of
classifying hierarchical data[33]. These efficiency gains are realised because only
a subset of the complete set of available features is considered at each node in the
hierarchy. Hierarchical classification schemes have been applied in many areas [34–36].
However, it should be noted here that, to the best knowledge of the authors, they have
not been applied to driving behaviour recognition. (Chapter 4)
5. To recognise driving posture, eye state, mouth state, ear state and pedestrian subject,
we proposed to build a deep convolutional neural network in which trainable filters
and local neighborhood pooling operations are applied alternatively to automatically
explore salient features. Using CNN to learn rich features from the training set is more
generic and requires minimal domain knowledge of the problem compared to hand
crafted feature in previous approaches. (Chapter 5, Chapter 6, and Chapter 7)
6. We proposed to applied Face++ Research Toolkit [27] to localize the facial landmark
[28] on the driver’s face, which is used to propose the region of eye, mouth and ear. It
is much robust under the effect of illumination variation and occlusion in real driving
condition than previous approaches. (Chapter 6)
7. Multi-task model is a machine learning approach that jointly trains one task together
with other related tasks at the same time sharing the same lower feature layers, which
uses the commonality among tasks and therefore learns shared feature representation
benefits all tasks. Since the difficulties in human gait identification are mainly caused by
the multi factor’s effects, it is very natural to use multi-tasks learning to simultaneously
identify the multiple attributes of the gait. Thus, the approach in this chapter aims
to investigates a convolutional neural network model for identifying the human gait
while simultaneously predicting other human attributes at same time. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first approach that using MTL to investigate how human gait
can be identified together with other auxiliary tasks. (Chapter 7)
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